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INTRODUCTION

Because you don’t have time to read an encyclopedia, I’ve written this book short and to
the point; but chocked full of Sunday school wisdom and practical helps.
Because you live in a modern world, I’ve written in an up-to-date way, but based on
eternal biblical principles
Because there are lots of people working in Sunday school that don’t always know what
they’re doing, this is a user-friendly book to walk them through the first steps of Sunday school.
Read . . . enjoy . . . learn . . . and serve the Lord better.

Elmer Towns
PS: I also thought you ought to know that I teach the Auditorium Bible Class weekly in my
Sunday school.
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CHAPTER ONE

You Can Make A Difference In At Least One Life
I was first introduced to Sunday school by Jimmy Breland, a Sunday school teacher from the
Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church in Savannah, Georgia. Jimmy was a door-to-door salesman at
the end of the Depression in the 1930s, selling Jewel Tea coffee. As he had his wares spread out on
my mother’s living room floor trying to sell her something, I walked in the room.
“Where do you go to Sunday school?”
“What is Sunday school,” I asked the enthusiastic coffee salesman. He told me it was a place
where they told stories, sang songs, colored and played on a sand table.
“What’s a sand table?” I asked innocently. Jimmy could see my interest in the sand table
was like a fish on the line, so he reeled me in slowly.
“If you come to my Sunday school, we’ll make a sand mountain and show you how Jesus
walked across the mountains.” That was the first time I remember hearing the name Jesus. Then he
continued, “We’ll put a mirror in the sand and it will become a lake; I’ll show you how Jesus walked
on water.”
“Like walking across Savannah River . . . “ I explained in wild enthusiasm. Then I told my
mother, “I want to go to Sunday school.”
“Not so fast,” mother quipped. She and my father spent their time in taverns, drinking and
dancing. They were trying to get away from God and the church. My mother thought the
enthusiastic coffee salesman might represent a cult so she asked, “What church?”
“Eastern Heights Presbyterian Church,” Jimmy Breland answered. Since my mother had
been married in a small Presbyterian church in South Carolina, that answered her first objection.
Then she asked, “Where is it located?”
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When she found out it was about five miles away she said,
“He’s too little to walk that far, he’d get lost.”
“See that big black trunk out the front screen door?” Jimmy Breland asked me. I could see
large gold letters on the shiny black panel truck, Jewel Tea and Coffee. “Want to ride in my truck to
Sunday school?”
“Yeah,” was all that I could say.
Wait a minute, my mother had another excuse. She knew the neighborhood had gone
bankrupt during the Depression, and there were a number of houses that were unfinished shells with
ditches in the yard. She mentioned I would play there and get hurt. Her last response,
“Wait till he goes to the first grade, then you can take him to Sunday school.”
A few months later I entered the first grade, September 1938, and the following Sunday
morning I was waiting on the front porch. I had on starched white short pants and my hair was
greased down with oil. There was a misty rain and soon Jimmy Breland came driving down the
street in his truck, splashing through the mud puddles. He took me to Sunday school and I never
missed one Sunday the next fourteen years.
Jimmy Breland was more than my taxi driver every Sunday, he became my teacher who
taught me the Bible and Christian values of life. He became my Shepard, who happened to drive by
the schoolyard and saw me in a fight. He saved my from being beat up. When he drove me home,
he asked, “What would Jesus do?”
He became my counselor, mentor, and because my father was an alcoholic, he became my
substitute role model or father.

Jimmy Breland with only an eighth grade education, never became an officer in the
church, never owned a home, nor did he ever own a car. He always got a job driving a truck
because money was tight. So, I went to Sunday school in a Jewel Tea truck, an Atlantic
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Richfield truck, a linoleum truck. But I was not the only one to ride his truck. He also picked up
the four Aimar boys from the next block and the two Drigger children from five blocks away.
I was not the only one influenced by Jimmy Breland. Nineteen in my class of twentyfive went into some form of full-time Christian service. When I told the story of Jimmy Breland
at the National Children’s Workers’ Conference in San Diego, California, a lady came hurrying
down the aisle to tell me she and others in her class were also influenced by Jimmy Breland eight
years after I was in his class.
Without a lot of education, church office or public recognition, Jimmy Breland made a
difference in my life and others. You can do the same thing, you can influence a life.
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CHAPTER TWO

God Can Use You
Jim didn’t volunteer to help in Sunday school, because he never finished high school and
felt inadequate to be a teacher. His friend asked him if he would sit in the Junior Boys’ class to
help keep down the noise and distraction. Jim was a big man with a reputation for rowdy
behavior before his conversion. As a result, he spoke loudly and directly. It was felt Jim’s
presence would quiet the “rowdy” Junior boys. After one Sunday in class, Jim quipped to his
friend, “I’d cut up too, you’re boring!”
The next Sunday Jim told the Bible story and the boys listened—spellbound—because of
his size, and also because of his boisterous mannerisms. Eventually, Jim told Bible stories to the
entire Junior department and became an effective teacher of young boys.
Maybe you feel God could never use you—for different reasons from Jim; but the
reasons are still crucial in your thinking. Think about the following:
Be faithful. If you think God couldn’t use you, remember He doesn’t ask you to be
successful, He asks you to be willing to serve Him and to be faithful in the task He gives. God
may call you to be a class secretary, or a Sunday school usher, or an assistant teacher like Jim
started out. Be faithful to His calling because God uses faithful people.
Leave the results with God. Some will not work in Sunday school because they think
results lie in their hands. But, remember it is not your responsibility to “work in their hearts.”
That is God’s responsibility. Your responsibility is to pray for God’s blessing, prepare carefully,
and present God’s truth faithfully. Don’t hold back because you are fearful about results. Be
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faithful in presenting God’s Word to students, then trust God to make the lesson real in their
lives.
Find a place of usefulness. Peter and John went up to the Temple at the house of prayer.
They met a lame man begging for money. The two disciples didn’t have anything so Peter said,
“Silver or gold I do not have, but what I have, I give you. In the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth, walk” (Acts 3:6, NIV). The lame man was healed. Notice they were used of God
because they went to the right place, the Temple. Is God’s house the right place for you to
work? They went at the right time, i.e., the time of prayer. Is Sunday morning the right time for
you to serve God? They had the right attitude, i.e., they were aware of their limitations. If you
have questions about whether God will use you, consider how God used Peter and John. All
they had to offer the man was the message of Jesus Christ. That should be your response. God
can use you when you give out the right message.
Some might not be serving because they don’t have time, or they are too busy. That may
be true. In today’s society, most people are busier than they’ve ever been. Therefore, you will
have to prioritize your time. Make sure the most important things are at the top of your schedule.
That should include Bible study, prayer, and church attendance. But you should also include
time for serving the Lord. Jesus said, “If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself
and take up his cross daily and follow me” (Luke 9:23, NIV). It may be a sacrifice to work in
Sunday school, but that may be something you should do. You may have to deny yourself some
other pleasures, but God will reward you for doing it.
The promise. God has promised that if you will exalt His Son, then the message of Jesus
Christ will attract your students to salvation. “And if I be lifted up, . . . I will draw all men unto
me” (John 12:32).
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So, God will use you when you have the right attitude and the right message. When you
faithfully serve Him, your Sunday school ministry will be used of God.
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CHAPTER THREE

God Has Equipped You For A Task Only You Can Do
In 1928, a single young lady named Henrietta Mears was invited to serve as the Director of
Christian Education at Hollywood Presbyterian Church, California. At the time, no one could really
have known how significant her ministry would be. In an age when ministry was largely considered
the domain of men, Henrietta Mears made a difference in a Southern California church that changed
the world.
To her, Sunday school was the hub of the educational ministries, so Henrietta Mears
devoted significant energy and resources to building a strong Sunday school. Under her leadership,
the Sunday school exploded from an average attendance of fewer than four hundred pupils to over
four thousand weekly.
Like many other churches in America in the early Twentieth Century, the church used a
unified curriculum throughout their Sunday school. This meant everyone in the Sunday school
studied the same lesson, regardless of which class they attended. While Henrietta Mears understood
the reasoning for this approach, she felt there was a better way to involve people in Bible study.
She designed a Sunday school curriculum that covered the entire Bible with a unique lesson written
at the level of each age in Sunday school. She loved to say, “I didn’t grade children, God did.”
Because she wanted Sunday school material for each age, she began writing her own which
eventually became the basis of Gospel Light curriculum. Her eleventh grade course, a survey of the
entire Bible book by book, was published under the title, What the Bible Is All About and continues
to be as a world-wide curriculum for studying the Bible.
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But Henrietta Mears was not content to just manage a Sunday school and equip teachers to
teach. She had a deep love for teaching and appointed herself teacher of a class of college students.
Her own Sunday school class grew to include some six hundred college students, many of who were
saved or called into full time Christian service under her ministry. Among those influenced by
Mears was Richard Halverson who went on to serve as Chaplain of the United States Senate and
Bill and Vonnette Bright who established and led Campus Crusade for Christ to become a world
leading institution to reaching young people. Even Billy Graham identified his visit to Forest
Home, a church conference developed by Henrietta Mears as a significant turning point in his early
ministry.
In a discussion among leaders in the Sunday school, Henrietta Mears was identified as the
single greatest female leader in the Sunday school movement in the Twentieth Century. Henrietta
had learned to identify and use the gifts God had given to her so she could maximize her
effectiveness in ministry.
To be an effective teacher, you must discover and identify your unique spiritual gifts. These
are your abilities or talents that God uses to get His work done. Think about the spiritual gifts that
tend to be task-oriented and shape the way you do ministry for God. These nine task gifts include
(1) evangelism (Eph. 4:11), (2) prophecy (Rom. 12:6), (3) teaching (Rom. 12:7), (4) exhortation
(Rom. 12:8), (5) shepherding (Eph. 4:11), (6) empathy (Rom. 12:8), (7) ministry (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor.
12:28), (8) giving (Rom. 12:8), and (9) administration (Rom 12:8; 1 Cor. 12:28).
God’s goal in giving us gifts was not just to help us develop labels, but to help us find ways
to be effective in ministry. When you know your gift, begin thinking how you can use that gift as a
Sunday school teacher. If you are gifted in evangelism, find ways to incorporate the gospel into
your lessons to lead your students to Christ. If you are gifted in prophecy, God can use you to help
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others point out sin in their life. If you are gifted in teaching, study hard to accurately communicate
the content of Scripture. If you are gifted in exhortation, motivate your students to apply the lesson
in practical steps. If you are gifted in shepherding, tend to your Sunday school flock over which
you have been given oversight. If you are gifted in mercy-showing, be alert to counseling the
problems of those in your class. If you are gifted in serving, look for ways to teach the practical
implications of Scripture by helping others. If you are gifted in giving, use the insights you have
gained to help others with stewardship problems. If you are gifted in administration, manage well
the learning experiences in your class.
While most Christians have a dominant spiritual gift, it is not uncommon to find a blending
of gifts at work in your life. God gave gifts to equip you for the specific tasks He plans for you.
Recognizing your spiritual giftedness will help you discern God’s will for your life and ministry.
Not every teacher can accomplish what Henrietta Mears accomplished, because God has not
gifted everyone like Henrietta Mears. But you can accomplish what Henrietta Mears could not
accomplish, because God has uniquely gifted you for a custom-designed ministry.
Many have found a spiritual gift inventory a helpful tool to identify their giftedness. You
may use my Spiritual Gift Test @www.elmertowns.com. Others find talking with a friend a good
way to discover their spiritual gift. Many have located their spiritual gift just by their study and
experience.
Ask yourself three questions to help confirm your initial feelings. First, “Is my thinking
about spiritual gifts consistent with what the Bible teaches?” Second, “Do others recognize the
spiritual gifts in me that I think I have?” If you possess that gift, it should be apparent at least in
embryonic form to more mature and spiritual Christians who know you. Third, “Am I effective in
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using this gift in ministry?” When you use your spiritual gift, you will experience maximum
effectiveness with minimum effort.
God has gifted you for a task only you can do. Discover your spiritual gift(s), begin
using it (them) in ministry, and continue developing it to become the most effective Sunday
school teacher you can be.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Students Learn Differently
Larry smiled as he thought back on this morning’s Sunday school class. This was his eighth
year teaching fifth grade boys in Sunday school, and it seemed like every year he went through the
same transition. Promotion Sunday was always scheduled Labor Day, so every September he was
given a new class to teach. He found it challenging enough to remember each new boy’s name, but
was confused when this year’s Gordon had totally different interests than last year’s Gordon. Then
there was Kevin. Two years ago, he had taught his older brother Mark, but it appeared that Kevin
would be nothing like Mark. After eight years, Larry had learned how to know fifth grade boys, but
the more he learned about the age group which he worked with, the more he realized no two fifth
grade boys are exactly alike.
Teaching the same age group in Sunday school has its advantages, but teachers who do it
realize that no two classes are exactly the same. Students learn at different levels. They have
different parents, different interests and hobbies. Getting to know a new class is an annual
challenge in many Sunday schools, but meeting that challenge will make you a better Sunday
school teacher.
Six Levels of Learning
As a Sunday school teacher, you should know different students in your class learn at
different rates and at different levels. You will be more effective as teacher as you recognize the
level of learning of each of your students and teach at that level so they will grow to higher levels at
their rate of learning. Educational psychologists suggest there are six levels of learning: (1)
knowledge, (2) comprehension, (3) application, (4) analysis, (5) synthesis and (6) evaluation.
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Knowledge is the ability to recall learned material. At this level, your pupils recall or
recognize information, ideas, and principles in a form very similar to that which was taught. They
can answer questions such as “What happened . . .” or “List three characteristics of . . .”
Comprehension is the ability to grasp the meaning of material. At this level, your pupils
begin understanding information to the degree they can restate it in their own words. They can
answer questions such as “What does this mean . . .” or “Explain the reason . . .”
Application is the ability to relate the lesson to a new situation. At this level, your pupils can
take data and principles learned and resolve problems with minimal guidance. They can answer
questions such as “What might happen if . . .” or “What would they do if . . .”
Analysis is the ability to break down a larger problem or idea into parts. At this level,
learners are thinking logically and able to reason both inductively and deductively. They can
answer questions such as “What purpose caused him to take that action?” or “Distinguish between
the facts and opinions in her presentation.”
Synthesis is the ability to put parts together to create a new form or function. At this level,
your students can translate ideas into a new application much as an inventor applies scientific
principles to develop a new product. They can answer questions such as “How could you determine
. . .” or “What would you do if . . .”
Evaluation is the ability to determine value in light of a standard or law. At this level, your
students begin to distinguish between good, better and best. They can answer questions such as
“Which option will prove most productive in this situation?” or “Why would you choose . . . over . .
. ?”
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The better you understands those you teach, the more effective you will be. Each of your
students come to your class already influenced by culture, previous experiences, family background
as well as other factors common to any person at his or her particular stage in life. One of the
reasons Jesus was so effective as a teacher was His insight into human nature (John 2:24).
Likewise, when Paul charged Titus with a teaching ministry, he took time to remind Titus about the
natural tendencies of those being taught (Tit. 1:10-16).
Take Inventory
How well do you know the students in your Sunday school class? Take a blank piece of
paper for each class member, and begin writing down everything you know about those you teach.
Start with simple things like their name, address, phone number and birthdate. If you teach adults,
you may also want to note the date of their wedding anniversary.
Next, begin describing their relationships. Who are their parents and/or children? How has
their family background affected the kind of people they are today? What about their friends?
When this student is in a group, does he or she tend to be a leader or follower?
Every Sunday school teacher should be concerned about the spiritual condition of each class
member. To the best of your knowledge, which students are Christians and which have not yet
trusted Christ as Savior? Among those who are Christians, how are they doing in their Christian
life? Are they practicing spiritual disciplines that will help them grow, or are they beginning to
neglect God and starting to drift in their Christian life?
Include information about a student’s schooling, job or career choice. Are they involved in
any specific recreational programs? Do they belong to any hobby clubs in the community? Is there
some special interest or ability of that student that could help that student become more involved in
your church and Sunday school?
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Completing the above exercise helps you in two ways. First, it helps you record how
much you do know about the students you teach. This list will help you look for ways to help
class members to learn better. Second, this exercise may also help you realize how much more
there is to know about your students. Take steps this week to begin building relationships with
each class member to get to know them better and become the best Sunday school teacher you
can be.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Mastering The Basics Is Essential
Vince Lombardi, former football coach in the National Football League, began each season
by holding a football up before his veterans and announced, “This is a football!” Then he would
point to the yard markers on the field to explain how they would hike the ball, block the opponent,
and then run and pass the ball over the goal line for a touchdown. Winning football began when a
team mastered the basics. A winning Sunday school begins when everyone on the Sunday school
team masters the basics. The Great Commission tells us to reach the lost, teach them God’s Word,
win them to Jesus and mature them in the faith. This is the formula for a growing Sunday school.
Because our society is changing, some have suggested the age of the Sunday school is past.
However, the future of Sunday school is bright, and I believe God will continue to use the Sunday
school as the teaching arm of the church. So, the Sunday school must adapt its teaching techniques
to continue its influence. The Sunday school must not change its purpose but it must go “back to
the basics.”
The Sunday school is not an agency separate or apart from the church, but is perhaps the
best-structured agency in the church for carrying out the teaching ministry of Christ most
effectively. This is expressed in four terms: the reaching, teaching, winning, caring arm of the
church.
Just as the New Testament church was built on teaching and preaching, so the modern
biblical church must be built on Bible study in Sunday school and exhortation in the preaching
service. Sunday school is still functionally defined as reaching people, so you can teach them, to
win them to Christ, then care for them spiritually. This fourfold nature of Sunday school is perhaps
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best expressed in an Old Testament verse which has often been used in the historic Sunday school
conventions to express the nature of Sunday school. “Gather the people together, men and women
and little ones, and the stranger who is within your gates, that they may hear and that they may learn
to fear the LORD your God and carefully observe all the words of this law” (Deut. 31:12). This
verse reflects the four distinct areas of Sunday school ministry.
Sunday School is the Reaching Arm of the Church
First, Sunday school is the arm that reaches all ages for Christ. Reaching is defined as
making contact with a person and motivating him to give an honest hearing to the Gospel. Since
evangelism is giving out the Gospel, reaching is basically pre-evangelism; for it gets people to listen
to the Gospel. In our text, it is expressed in the word “gather.” Note those who are gathered, (1)
fathers, (2) mothers, (3) little ones or children, and (4) the stranger. Most church members have
someone within their sphere of influence who is a stranger to the church who could be gathered into
the church.
Sunday School is the Teaching Arm of the Church
Second, Sunday school is the teaching arm of the church. Teaching is guiding the learning
activities that meet human needs. The first step of teaching is expressed in the words of the verse,
“that they may hear.” The ultimate step of teaching is “that they may learn.”
Sunday School is the Winning Arm of the Church
Sunday school is also the arm of the church that wins people to Christ. Winning is defined
as communicating the Gospel in an understandable manner and motivating a person to respond to
Christ. The Old Testament expression “fear the Lord” means bringing a person to reverential trust.
It was a concept of salvation. Today we might describe “fear the Lord” as a person receiving
Christ, or trusting the Lord for salvation.
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Sunday School is the Caring Arm of the Church
Finally, Sunday school is the arm of the church that gives spiritual care to all members. One
of the objectives of every Sunday school is to spiritually give pastoral care to all so everyone will
“carefully observe all the words of this law.” Some call this nurturing, others call it maturing.
Sunday school is the reaching, teaching, winning, caring arm of the church. However, this
definition becomes a mosaic when applied to individual churches. Just as it takes all the pieces of
tile to make up a mosaic picture, so it takes all four aspects of the definition to describe a beautiful
Sunday school. But some destroy the beauty of a mosaic when they focus on one section of the tile
and lose the whole picture. This happens when some have a strong reaching dynamic, so that there
are an abundance of visitors, such as a Sunday school with a dominant busing outreach. These
focus on outreach so that they perhaps lose the perspective of teaching or caring. Some are strong
teaching Sunday schools with a deep commitment to Bible mastery but no outreach. Other Sunday
schools are committed to soul-winning and their success is measured by how many they have won
to Christ or prepared for church membership. Finally, some Sunday schools do a great job of caring
for their pupils. These are committed to nurturing and maturing pupils. They measure their
effectiveness by the quality of change in the lifestyles of their pupils. As important as each function
is, don’t forget to build a balanced Sunday school. The healthy Sunday school will perform all four
ministries equally, i.e., reaching, teaching, winning and caring for pupils.
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CHAPTER SIX

Effective Teaching Begins On Your Knees
As Mike arrived home after Sunday dinner with his wife from a local restaurant, he grabbed
his Bible, Sunday school quarterly, and class book from the back seat and carried them into his den.
Closing the door to his study, Mike opened his class book and began praying over the names
listed. Each line represented someone he felt God had especially entrusted to his keeping. This
meeting with God Sunday afternoon was the first of several that would take place that week.
Mike thanked God for the opportunity to teach. Each week he felt a sense of fulfilment as
he taught the lesson and saw the response among class members as they discovered something new
about God or themselves. He also thanked God for each one who had been in class that morning.
He took a minute or two to also ask God to forgive his shortcomings as a teacher.
Mentioning his own shortcomings caused him to remember problems several in the class were
struggling with. He prayed for them.
Mike glanced at the quarterly and noticed next week’s lesson topic. “God help me to learn
this week’s lesson well and communicate it effectively,” he prayed.
By the time the hour had passed, everyone in the class had been mentioned in prayer a
couple of times. Sunday afternoon wasn’t the only time they would be prayed for this week, but
Mike had made a commitment to himself and the Lord to pray through his class every Sunday
afternoon for an hour. He taught an adult Bible class Sunday morning, but sometimes he felt like
his real ministry took place Sunday afternoon.
Five Ways to Pray for Your Class
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As a teacher, you are not prepared to teach until you have prepared yourself through prayer.
Prayer preparation involves more than preparing a class by asking them to bow their heads in
prayer. Also, prayer preparation means more than asking God to bless your time of study and
preparation.
First, pray for a teachable spirit. Ask God to make you teachable. Before you can teach
others, the Master Teacher Himself must first teach you. As you approach your Scripture lesson,
ask God to guide your study. Pray like David, “Open my eyes, that I may see wondrous things from
your law” (Ps. 119:18). But as you pray, be sure you are willing to learn. Jesus said, “If anyone is
willing to do God’s will, he shall know the truth of doctrine” (John 7:17, Author’s Translation).
Second, pray also for the teaching ministry of the Holy Spirit in your class. Sometimes you
may feel you are the only channel in the classroom, but you’re not. Jesus promised, “When He, the
Spirit of truth, has come, He will guide you into all truth” (John 16:13). He also said “The Holy
Spirit . . . will teach you all things” (John 14:26). This promise referred to the Holy Spirit Who will
become the teacher through you. The Holy Spirit indwells you and wants to teach others through
you.
Third, pray for guidance in lesson preparation. Anytime you sit down before the Scriptures
in your lesson preparation, ask God to guide your study. Most Christians have a habit of asking
God’s blessing upon food when they sit for a meal. Likewise, get into the habit of asking God’s
blessing upon the Word of God when you sit down to study. “Trust in the Lord with all your heart,
and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct
your paths” (Prov. 3:5, 6).
Fourth, pray for those in your class. Teaching the Word of God is earnest business done for
eternity. When you teach, you are attempting to change the destiny of each student. Lost students
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will be presented with salvation, and backslidden students will be exhorted to repent. You can’t
effect these changes in your student’s heart, only God can do it. Therefore, avail yourself of God’s
power by praying for conviction of sin (John 16:7-11), for the impact of the Scriptures (Rom. 1:16),
and for the moving of the Holy Spirit in each student’s life (Acts 1:8).
Fifth, pray also for growth. God answers the prayer of those who ask for their ministry to
be enlarged, but prayer alone cannot build a Sunday school. God will not do what He has
commanded us to do. We are commanded to go reach people. Classes grow when teachers are
busy visiting, phoning, mailing, and praying all week.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Actions Speak Louder Than Words
When Bob needed a Sunday school teacher for the fifth grade girls, he began looking for
someone in the church who was faithful in attendance and a serious Bible student. As Sunday
school superintendent, it was his job to find new teachers. He thought of Mary Beth who had a
keen insight into the lesson passage each week in a ladies’ class she attended. Also, she was usually
well prepared for Bible study. He thought she’d make a great Sunday school teacher. When he saw
Mary Beth after church, he asked, “Have you ever thought of working with fifth grade girls?” he
asked.
Mary Beth didn’t know what to think. She had never taught Sunday school before. She
wasn’t even sure what a Sunday school teacher really did. She had taken her own Sunday school
teachers for granted over the years. Several had made a significant impact on her life, but the
thought of teaching Sunday school had just never entered her mind. In a moment of weakness,
Mary Beth agreed to meet with Bob in her home to discuss the role of a Sunday school teacher.
Inasmuch as there is no institution in the world like the Sunday school, we cannot define a
Sunday school teacher by comparing him/her to anyone else. We must go to the Word of God for a
description.
The Role of a Sunday School Teacher
Because each church is different, the specific standards in each church will be different. A
sample statement might be: “All elected and appointed workers in this Sunday school shall be
saved, active members of the church in agreement with the doctrinal position of the church, tithers,
soul-winners, and living a separated Christian life.”
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Sunday school teachers not only must be born-again believers, they must have experienced a
spiritual change in their lives. To be qualified to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the unsaved,
they must have the assurance of their own salvation.
The Sunday school teachers can maintain a consistent spiritual life by daily yielding
themselves to the Spirit of God. They must be able to feed themselves from the Word of God.
Sunday school teachers must agree with the local church so that there will be no conflict of
purposes: pupils will be taught the same biblical doctrines in both Sunday school and worship
services.
A Sunday school teacher is a shepherd of the sheep in his/her class. You are more than just
like a public school teacher, giving instruction in the Bible. You are shepherding sheep.
Technically, the original word for shepherd is the one translated pastor. That means the Sunday
school teacher has the same responsibility to his class of sheep as the pastor has to the larger flock.
As the pastor is an example . . . so the Sunday school teacher is an example. As the pastor must
teach the Word of God . . . so must the Sunday school teacher. As the pastor must visit absentees . .
. so must the Sunday school teacher go after those who stray.
Notice how the three responsibilities of the pastor in Acts 20:28-30 relate to Sunday school
teachers:
1.

To lead a flock. Paul told the elders at Ephesus that they were to take heed to

themselves and to the flock that God had given them. The leader must lead by example. A Sunday
school teacher is first and foremost a spiritual leader.
2.

To feed the flock. Just as the pastor is to feed all the flock, so the Sunday school

teacher should give the Word of God to his pupils. He teaches by lecture, by questions and answers,
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by visual aids, by repetition, and by explanation. The teacher should use every means possible to
teach every pupil.
3.

To care for the flock. Paul warned the elders that grievous wolves would come from

the outside to destroy the flock. Therefore they were to be watchful. Also, Paul warned of some
arising from within the flock to tear it apart. Just as a shepherd must protect his sheep, so a pastor
must protect his congregation. Following this example, the Sunday school teacher must protect his
Sunday school flock. This means visiting a young girl if she is absent two weeks in a row. The
teacher should mail a card, contact her by phone, and/or make a personal visit. A teacher visits to
care for straying lambs. Even those who are sick need a “protective call” to encourage them in the
faith. The old adage remains true: “A homegoing teacher makes a churchgoing pupil.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

One Thing Is Really Important
A beginning Sunday school teacher was frustrated with teaching because she couldn’t get
into her lesson and she couldn’t get anything across. She went to her favorite teacher in high school
to ask for help. The high school teacher answered,
“My problem was the same problem I think you are facing,” the high school teacher
continued. “When I first started teaching, I thought I had to teach everything I knew every week, or
at least everything listed in the lesson book. Then I realized if it had taken me twenty years to learn
what I know, maybe I should let the girls take their time learning the Bible. When I learned how to
focus my lessons on one really important concept, I became a better teacher and Sunday school was
more enjoyable.”
Many teachers struggle with the vast amount of Bible data they wish to communicate in
what appears to be a very limited time. How can a Sunday school teacher cover everything in the
quarterly in the thirty to forty minutes of actual teaching time? The really effective teachers have
learned to limit each lesson to one central truth. In teaching a single principle to their students,
better teaching and learning occurs in the session. Further, when learners comprehend the one basic
principle, they can often figure out the rest on their own.
One of your first steps in preparing your lesson plan is identifying the one central truth or
theme of the lesson. If your lesson is not built around this central truth, your class members will not
be challenged to learn. If you attempt to communicate too much in one learning session, your
students will be swamped and become discouraged.
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You can discover that central truth only by investing time and energy in studying the lesson.
This involves more than casually reading a passage of Scripture. First, you need a definite time and
place devoted to lesson preparation. When possible, spread your study time over several days rather
than attempting to cram it all in one sitting. This will give you time to reflect on the content and
identify a central truth.
If you use a curriculum, look for help in the lesson title, reading assignments and memory
assignments. Curriculum writers often relate these to the central lesson. Some even state the
primary emphasis of the lesson in a statement preceding the lesson itself. If you use materials that
identify a central theme, don’t be surprised if your emphasis is often similar to that suggested in the
lesson manual.
But that is not always the case. As you look for a central theme, consider the unique needs
of your class members. As helpful as curriculum materials are, no writer in another city can prepare
materials tailor made to the needs of your learners. Use your insights into the unique character and
needs of your students to adapt the central theme of your lesson.
Once you have identified your central theme, write it out. Write a single sentence which
concisely states the primary truth you want to teach this Sunday. Then stand back to evaluate your
statement. In his book, Blueprint for Teaching, John Sizemore suggests eight questions to help you
evaluate your central teaching theme.
1.

Does the statement reflect the heart of the lesson passage?

2.

Does the statement pinpoint the idea suggested by the lesson title?

3.

Does the statement set forth a basic principle of Bible truth?

4.

Does the statement contain the gist of the Memory Selection?

5.

Does the statement coincide with the unit of study?
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6.

Does the statement present an interest, problem, or need in present life?

7.

Does the statement seem appropriate to your class?

8.

Does the statement square with all of the teachings of the Bible on the subject?

What would happen if this Sunday, your students learned only one significant biblical
truth and began applying it to their life in the week following? Some teachers might think not
very much. But what if that happened every week? If you only teach the class for a year, your
students will learn fifty-two life changing biblical principles and experience significant spiritual
growth in the process. Now that’s effective teaching.
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CHAPTER NINE

You Can’t Lead Your Class Until You Know Where You’re Going
Dave, a young businessman, was having difficulty in his Sunday school class. While eating
a hamburger in a fast food restaurant, he analysed what was wrong. He was still thinking about the
class when he went back to the counter to get a refill on his soda. Looking to the wall, he read the
familiar plaque identifying that restaurant’s mission. Suddenly, the lights came on inside his head.
The restaurant was successful because it had a mission statement, he was having trouble with his
class because he didn’t have one—he didn’t know where he was going.
Nothing was happening in the lives of boys because Dave wasn’t planning to make anything
happen. One of the first principles he had learned in his business course, but somehow he had never
made the connection to his class that if you aim at nothing, you’re sure to hit it. As he returned to
his table, he grabbed a napkin to begin listing things he wanted to accomplish in the lives of the
boys in his class.
Effective teachers have a purpose in mind. Learning how to use teaching aims to focus
lessons may be the single most effective skill you ever acquire.
A teaching aim is a clear and concise statement of your chief purpose in a specific lesson.
The Apostle Paul used an aim to guide his focus, “This one thing I do” (Phil. 3:13). Some teachers
refuse to use teaching aims, choosing rather to teach the Bible as it is and let the Holy Spirit apply it
as He would. That was certainly not the approach taken by the apostles. Paul explained his
ultimate teaching aim to the Colossians, “Him we preach, warning every man and teaching every
man in all wisdom, that we may present every man perfect in Christ Jesus” (Col. 1:28). He
expanded his teaching aim to his young protégé Timothy, “The ultimate aim of the Christian
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ministry, after all, is to produce the love which springs from a pure heart, a good conscience and a
genuine faith” (1 Tim. 1:5, Phillips).
It was also the practice of the apostles to use specific more immediate aims to govern the
content of specific lessons. When Paul addressed the philosopher’s of the Areopagus, he stated his
aim, “To the Unknown God” (Acts 17:23). Later, when he appeared before King Agrippa, his aim
was evangelistic (Acts 26:29).
Three Kinds of Aims
God made people with an intellect, emotions and will. You will want to appeal to all three,
but not in the same lesson. The nature of the lesson being taught and unique needs and personalities
of your students will help you determine which of three teaching aims you will use each week.
An aim to fill the intellect. An educational aim is primarily concerned with increasing the
student’s knowledge or understanding of the material. This was the aim which characterized Ezra’s
teaching ministry when he and other teaching priests “read distinctly from the book in the Law of
God; and they gave the sense, and helped them to understand the reading (Neh. 8:8).
An aim to stir the emotion. An inspirational aim appeals primarily to human emotion. An
inspirational aim is primarily concerned with changing attitudes or helping learners deeply feel the
stories of the lost sheep, lost coin and prodigal son to help people understand the necessity of
repentance by sinners.
An aim to challenge the volition. A motivational aim is primarily concerned with changing
the pupil’s will regarding behavior or attitudes. Jesus told parables to encourage people to pray
(Luke 18:1) and proclaimed, “Blessed are those who hear the word of God and keep it!” (Luke
11:28).
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What three factors will influence your choice in a teaching aim? First, your aim will be
influenced by the content you plan to teach. Second, your aim will be influenced by the unique
needs of the learners. Third, your aim will be influenced by the longer-term aims you are
attempting to accomplish in a particular teaching series.
In preparing to choose an aim, many teachers find it helpful to ask the following basic
questions: (1) Who am I teaching? (2) What am I teaching? (3) What am I trying to achieve?
(4) What do I want to achieve in this session? As you answer these questions, you should have a
better idea of the kind of aim you want.
Writing a Good Teaching Aim
As part of your lesson preparation, get in the habit of writing a teaching aim for each lesson.
First, when writing your aim, state your objective from your perspective as a teacher. This
usually involves the use of the infinitive form of a verb. The teacher plans to instruct or
communicate (intellectual aims), to encourage or comfort (emotional aims) or to enlist or involve
(volitional aims). The verb describing the teacher’s actions reveals the kind of aim you are
using.
Second, your aim should include a statement revealing the specific learning activity you
want to take place. While the aim is teacher-centered, it must not neglect the learner. Once again,
use a verb to identify the specific learning objective. The teacher may plan to lead learners to know
or understand (intellectual aims), to feel or appreciate (emotional aims) or to apply or commit
(volitional aims).
Third, a good aim will identify the specific change you want to achieve. In an educational
aim, this change would be the acquiring of new knowledge. An inspirational aim might make
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reference to a specific attitude to be changed or developed. A motivational aim would refer to the
specific action to be taken.
Fourth, the best aims are stated briefly, in a concise form. The longer written aim, the less
likely you will be able to accomplish it in your teaching session. A long aim is often the result of
not taking time to think through exactly what you want to accomplish.
Finally, take time to evaluate your aim before the lesson. In his book, Blueprint for
Teaching, John Sizemore suggests six questions that will help you evaluate your teaching aim.
(1) Is it brief enough to be remembered? (2) Is it specific enough to meet needs? (3) Is it clear
enough to be obvious? (4) Is it practical enough to be attainable? (5) Is it interesting enough to
provoke participation? (6) Is it relevant enough to support the ultimate aim?
When you know where you’re going, the journey there is always more enjoyable. Begin
writing out your teaching aim this week. You will become an effective Sunday school teacher.
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CHAPTER TEN

Developing A Lesson Outline Is Important
As Mary Lou looked at the papers spread out on her kitchen table, she felt good about
studying the lesson a little every day that week. But she had so much content to cover. She didn’t
know where to begin, nor did she know how to develop the lesson. Now she felt frustrated. How
was she going to develop the lesson?
As Mary Lou continued reading over all her notes and the teacher’s books, she suddenly
exclaimed, “That’s it!” even though no one else was in the room. She saw a pattern how she could
develop the lesson. She took three pieces of paper and wrote a topic on each. Then she began
sorting through her notes, placing various pages on each of three piles. There were a few insights
she had noted that didn’t fit on one of the three piles. She decided those notes that didn’t fit into one
of the three piles were not really that important.
Finding Structure for Your Lesson
One of the challenges you face each week is to find the right structure around which to build
your lesson. Just as the muscles on your body take shape around your skeleton, so the content of
your lesson needs a structure to help you present truth and help your class members remember the
lesson. That structure is often described as a lesson outline.
A lesson outline lists the main points of a lesson and their related sub-points in a logical
sequence. When you complete your lesson outline, it provides you with a road map to guide both
you and your class members through an adventure in teaching and learning.
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Teachers who are unsure of their outline are more prone to drift, leaving the class frustrated.
When you use a good outline, you will find it easier to remember your important principles and you
will more likely communicate better.
Just as a good teaching aim helps you evaluate what is important to teach, a good lesson
outline helps you determine the best way to communicate it.
Preparing a Lesson Outline
As you prepare your lesson outline, arrange the various concepts to be taught according to
their relative worth. Different teachers approach this project in different ways. You may choose to
build a lesson outline around a series of questions and answers. A second option could involve
building the lesson around a series of propositional statements. On other occasions, you may follow
the logic of an argument, developing a hypothesis. You may solve problems. Other lessons are best
taught when the lesson outline is based on a series of key words which, when understood,
emphasize the concept being taught. Or, like many Bible teachers, you may choose to follow a
verse-by-verse exposition of the passage.
Regardless of the specific form your lesson outline takes, it should broadly cover everything
you wish to discuss. Take time to write out your lesson outline. Ask yourself, “How easy will it be
for me to remember this outline?” If you have difficulty remembering it, your students will
probably not do much better. Sometimes, using an acrostic or alliteration in your outline may make
it easier for both the teacher and students to remember. One Sunday school teacher reminded his
adult Bible class the local church was “the Bride of Christ,” then used the word “WIFE” to describe
four functions in church life: Worship, Instruction, Fellowship, Evangelism.
Perhaps a word of caution is in order here. When your outline yields itself easily to a
memory aid like alliteration, use it. But be careful about trying to force every lesson outline into an
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alliterated outline. Using archaic terms or “coining new expressions” to fit your outline may not
help your students remember what you are teaching at all. They may leave your time together
Sunday morning more impressed with your creativity than the real message you are trying to
communicate.
Once you have written a lesson outline, begin to review its contents. Develop a working
mastery of your lesson before you begin teaching it. You may want a copy of your lesson outline in
front of you as you teach, but be sure you know it well enough that you are not tied to it during the
class itself.
Usually, your lesson outline is a tool to guide your teaching. But some teachers have
found it helpful to print and distribute their outline for the class, especially for adults. This is
especially helpful if you have a lot of content in your lesson. Some teachers might write the
outline on a chalkboard or large paper pad. Still with PowerPoint presentations available, some
might want to use the outline with a remote TV or LCD projector.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Pupils Learn When They Talk
“The thing I like most about our Sunday school class is that we get to ask questions,” Ray
said after class. “It’s one thing to listen to a teacher explain the lesson, but for me, I understand
things best when everyone gets into the discussion.”
A discussion can take on a life of its own and transform your teaching. As various members
share ideas, others feel more comfortable offering their own contributions. With discussion, each
contributor shares from his/her perspective and background. As a result, they are sharing new
information, interpreting the Scriptures or applying the lesson.
The discussion method is more learner-centered. Typically, the teacher is the facilitator, and
his/her ability will determine the effectiveness of a discussion so the teacher should create an
accepting environment by asking good questions.
The character and quality of your group’s fellowship will determine good discussion.
Involvement is rarely effective in a group marked by division where members tend to be withdrawn
rather than expressive. To improve the quality of discussion, work at improving the quality of
fellowship between group members.
While discussion may be one of the easiest and most interesting methods of teaching, it
holds complications and pitfalls. Pupils may go off on a tangent or the conversation will take off
wildly once they hit on “last night’s game” or other personal interest. The teacher must keep a firm
hand to maintain control of the discussion.
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The teacher needs to prepare for discussion. Once the class is involved, the teacher must
guide discussion constantly toward a goal. The teacher should have a definite purpose and plan to
get there, and give guidance on the way.
There are two difficulties with discussion. First, “No one will talk.” The teacher feels, “I
can’t get anyone to discuss.” By introducing the subject in terms interesting to the group and using
some incident pertinent to their experiences, you can stimulate almost any group to participate in a
discussion. Make sure you give pupils opportunity to feel comfortable with each other.
Second, “Everyone wants to talk at once.” The teacher with this problem says, “I can hardly
control them.” A firm hand will be needed. Don’t be afraid to suggest some ideas of common
courtesy. You may even need to take over the discussion at times, to keep it in hand, but this is
better than letting it run wild. A mixture of diplomacy and knowledge of the subject, with an
understanding of human nature will usually overcome this difficulty.
To use discussion effectively, it is important to learn how to develop good questions. A
good discussion question is one that causes people to think through a subject and express a
considered response. Such a question will (1) keep the attention of group members, (2) lead them
into the discover of new truth, (3) keep the discussion focused on the main theme, (4) help group
members express lesson truths in their own words, (5) provide feedback to the discussion leader and
(6) help group members discover practical applications of the truth they are learning.
When asking questions in a discussion group, avoid questions which can be answered with a
simple yes or no response, unless they are being used to set up another question. Also, be careful to
keep your questions short and simple. Sometimes, a discussion can lose its momentum when the
group leader introduces a confusing and elaborate question into the process.
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Teachers who use discussion most effectively tend to teach smaller classes. Small groups
tend to discuss well with six to twelve group members. Some teachers can effectively lead a
discussion with as many as twenty to thirty students, but as the size of the group grows, the quality
of the discussion tends to diminish.
This method taps the resources of everyone present, because everyone can share from their
background or experience.
Another advantage of discussion is that it allows for the spotting and utilizing of leadership
within the group. Those who contribute new ideas to the group can be resource persons in the
future. The contributions of these people would have been forever lost under the traditional
speaker-listener method.
There are many ways to effectively teach the Bible and help your students apply the
Scriptures to life. Don’t let the size of your class prevent you from using discussion to involve
class members in Bible study this week.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Sometimes, Teaching Is Lecturing
The church sanctuary may not have been his choice for a classroom, but Jeremy considered
teaching the Auditorium Bible Class an honor. Each week his class filled about a third of the
auditorium. The size and location of his class made it difficult to avoid the appearance his class was
just another church service, but Jeremy worked hard at it with some success.
Choosing not to teach from behind the pulpit helped, he also used an overhead projector.
While he occasionally had the class huddle in groups of two or three to discuss a question, he knew
he had no choice but to lecture through much of the class. Putting his outline on the overhead and
encouraging class members to fill in the lesson sheet helped keep class members involved.
It was amazing how much material Jeremy was able to cover each week, even though the
class was so large. If he had been leading a smaller group Bible study, discussion would have
slowed progress. Jeremy taught through the essential doctrines of the faith much easier by lecture
because his members were marginal believers and had little basis for discussing doctrine.
Jeremy remembered discussing his class with a visiting friend from his former church in
another state. “You’re not teaching, you’re just lecturing.” In their church, adults studied in groups
of twelve to fifteen in highly interactive Bible study groups. But those who were part of Jeremy’s
class felt they were learning. Many had told him how much they appreciated the way he explained
verses and applied the lesson to daily living. Some had been just attending church for years, but felt
they knew better what they believed because of Jeremy’s lessons.
Can You Teach by Telling?
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In the past, large adult classes taught by a master teacher were common in many churches.
In that context, teaching was often teacher-focused and the lecture was widely used. But as
churches began enlisting more teachers and organizing smaller classes, there was a tendency to look
down on the lecture method and encourage more interactive approaches to Bible study. Did the
lecture lose its ability to clearly communicate truth? Was it ever an effective way to teach the
Bible?
While it is popular in some circles to discourage teachers from using the lecture, this method
can be used effectively especially when used in balance with other methods. Jesus used this
teaching method in at least four specific settings. He responded to questions by using a lecture
(Matt. 18:1-20, 21-35). He also used the lecture when directing a new activity (Matt. 10:5-42).
Jesus also effectively used the lecture to summarize a lesson recently learned (Luke 16:1-11).
Perhaps His most effective use of the lecture was when He wanted to speak on a matter with
authority (Matt. 5-7).
Some teachers like Jeremy really have no choice but to learn to lecture effectively. The size
of their class or character of their room makes other teaching methods difficult to use. Perhaps you
find yourself in a situation like that. But even if you have a smaller class and teach in a room that
allows other teaching methods, you can lecture effectively to communicate important truth with
variety.
Preparing an Effective Lecture
The lecture has been called an organized conversation. That organization involves three
parts: (1) an introduction, (2) a discussion of the theme of the lecture and (3) a conclusion. The
discussion of the lecture theme is usually built around an outline. Just as various approaches are
taken in outlining a lesson, so there are many ways you can outline the body of your lecture.
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You may want to organize your lecture around a series of questions and answers. Raising
the kind of questions your class members might ask and answering them will help class members
learn better.
You may also want to build your lecture around a series of statements. This is how most
teachers communicate their lessons.
A third option might be to follow a logical argument to prove your point. When teaching
God’s attributes, prepare your lecture by presenting verses in a logical order that demonstrate God is
holy, faithful, merciful or gracious. Your thoughts should lead to an inescapable conclusion.
You may also want to build your lecture around the events in the passage you are studying.
This is an especially good approach when teaching a narrative or biographical study. The events in
the passage or the person’s life will provide an outline for your lecture.
Delivering an Effective Lecture
A lecture is most effective when you use it to guide learners through specific points. This
means you should be careful to maintain interest throughout the lecture. Two common ways to do
this involve the use of illustration and feedback.
When Jesus taught, He used parables or stories to help people better understand the principle
He was teaching. These illustrations were like windows through which light shines to expose the
truth. Sometimes, a student may forget the lesson but remember the illustration. When the
illustration gives life to the central truth of the lesson, you have still been successful in your
teaching.
Jesus occasionally asked a question or took some other action to encourage a response from
His listeners. Feedback enables you to evaluate how well you are maintaining the interest of the
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listeners. Some teachers ask a rhetorical question for emphasis, but when class members begin
answering the question, they know they have been successful.
While it is true the lecture may be one of the most abused teaching methods used by
Sunday school teachers, you can use this method to communicate many truths to your students.
Even if you don’t need to use this teaching method, why not incorporate a three to five minute
lecture into this week’s lesson and see what happens?
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Students Like A Good Story
The children leaned forward as Ruth’s voice softened. Instinctively, they knew something
really important was about to happen. They loved story time in Sunday school, and this week’s
story was a tale told by a fish.
Ruth began the story, telling the children how it felt to be a fish swimming in the
Mediterranean Sea.
She explained how a sudden fierce storm had risen on the sea that day catching every one by
surprise. Fortunately the fish was able to swim just below the surface at the side of a large ship ton
avoid the waves breaking over the ship from the other side. Suddenly a man hit the water, then the
storm ended. Surprised by the events, the fish left the shelter of the ship to get a closer look at a
man thrashing about in the water. As he watched, a huge whale passed right by, swallowing the
man whole.
Knowing the whale would not be hungry for quite some time after such a large meal, the
fish felt it was a good idea to swim by his side. As he swam, he could hear moaning from inside the
whale. As he listened more carefully, it sounded like the man inside the whale was praying.
A few days later, the whale looked sick. While swimming quite close to the shore, it
happened. With one great heave, the whale threw up everything he had eaten, including the man
who was still alive. The fish watched long enough to see the man thrash in the water until he got
closer to shore, stand up and walk out of the water.
Telling Stories Teaches Students
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Storytelling is effective with everyone form children to adults, from new Christians to the
most mature saint; but perhaps its greatest value may be with teaching children. Stories can usually
be used anytime and anywhere. They can be used as a part of a lecture, as illustrations during the
discussion, as a part of worship, or as “filler material” if the lesson is too short. Choose stories
carefully. Make them an integral part of the lesson or worship. Because everyone loves stories, use
them well!
A story may be used to present salvation, create and hold interest, introduce new ideas, or
enable listeners to put themselves into real-life situations. A story can help to clarify wrong ideas,
give solutions for existing problems, and train in moral conduct. It can create desirable attitudes or
make your pupils receptive to new truth and experiences. A story develops the imagination,
cultivates a sense of humor, and tends to relax the listeners. People will remember a story when
they have forgotten everything else. A story wraps up abstract truth in life experiences which are
easily understood.
A story is a narrative about persons or events. It arouses interest from the start and sustains
it through the climax. A story is not a report, a series of descriptions or a succession of events. A
story has an introduction which captures interest and establishes the problem. Stories have a logical
order of events, a climax, and a conclusion which leave no questions or loose ends.
Choosing a Story
When choosing a story, keep the occasion in mind. For example, do not choose one of the
hair-raising Old Testament battle tales for a worship period. If the story is part of a lesson, be sure
the point of the story is the same as that of the lesson. Some stories can be used to illustrate more
than one type of lesson, but don’t stretch the application too far.
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Keep in mind the length of the story. Be guided by the amount of time for a lesson. You
would not want to take the whole period in telling just the story. If you don’t know how much time
you will have, choose a story which can be easily lengthened or shortened in the telling. The age
group will help determine the length of the story. Very small children would usually rather hear
two or three short stories than one long one. The interest span of a four-year-old is much shorter
than that of a ten-year-old.
The age of the listeners will also determine many other factors. For very small children
choose stories within their sphere of experience. The details should not be lengthy, and there should
be a minimum of description. Juniors and intermediates love “hero” stories and a great deal of
action. Teenagers and grownups alike want details, realism, little repetition, and a strong climax.
Use vocabulary suitable to the audience. Big words only bore children, and impress few teenagers.
Moreover, if listeners do not understand the words, they lose some of the story. The continuity is
broken.
A story will persuade the unpersuaded. Your own interest in the story and the way you
tell it determines how it will be received. If you are enthusiastic, the listeners will be
enthusiastic, for enthusiasm is contagious. Your interest will indicate their interest. When you
enjoy the stories you tell, so will they.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Pupils Learn By Looking
Sandra’s eyes opened wide as she walked into the Sunday school class. She could not help
but see the bold red colors on the bulletin board announcing Valentine’s Day. It wasn’t until she
took her seat for the opening session in the Junior Department, that she noticed the new posters
along the opposite wall. Each poster was tied to one of the lessons to be taught in the coming
weeks.
Seven children helped the teacher hold up heart-shaped sheets with the memory verse. Each
time they read the verse on love, one of the pages would be turned around, hiding a key word from
view. It’s amazing at how quickly children learn verses, when visual aids are used.
When the larger group was divided into smaller groups for class time, Sandra’s teacher
moved flannelgraph characters to tell the story. Later in the class, several girls in the class used the
flannelgraph figures to retell part of the story during review time.
Sandra’s picture was posted on “the wall of fame” with other girls in the class. The teacher
explained that every girl in the class had her picture on the wall because they were known by God
and were important to Him.
Using Visual Aids to Teach
Visual aids are objects, symbols, materials and methods that appeal to our sense of sight.
Their purpose is to clarify thought by making ideas concrete. Visual aids are valuable in the
teaching-learning process. Proper use of visual aids will help clarify the material, illustrate difficult
points, make learning more lasting since a child remembers fifty percent of what he or she sees,
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complement other teaching methods, speed learning, get attention, improve behavior, make learning
more enjoyable, and provide eye appeal as a window into the soul.
But visual aids are not without their problems. The use of visual aids can be a hindrance to
good teaching if they become lessons in themselves, or they become a substitute for traditional
teaching methods. Don’t limited visual aids to one kind and don’t let them become a source of
mere entertainment.
There are some disadvantages and limitations to the use of some visual aids. Sometimes,
the cost associated with a visual aid may be prohibitive. Also, the upkeep of mechanical aids and
replacement of materials can be expensive. Some churches lack the storage space required for large
mechanical aids. In contrast, small-size visual aids may only be viewed by a small group. Further,
projected visual aids require space for seating, good acoustics, and good lighting. Also, it takes time
to set up and take down visual aids, write script for them, and train people in their use and some
packaged visual aids may be inappropriate.
But these problems are not insurmountable. There are several guidelines that will help you
use visual aids more effectively in your teaching. First, be familiar with the field, especially the
latest developments in methods and effective uses.
Second, be careful in selecting your visual aids. Select aids in your price range and with
which you are familiar—or become familiar. Choose aids which are durable, attractive,
professionally made, and which present an effective message.
Then choose aids appropriate to your teaching situation. Use aids that are interesting and
understandable to each age level, accurate, authentic, realistic, educative rather than just
entertaining.
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Finally, be intelligent and efficient in the use of visual aids. Have all equipment set up and
tested beforehand. Plan and practice all mechanical procedures thoroughly. Be sure of visibility of
the aids from all parts of the room. Plan a smooth transition into use of the visual aid. Apply the
lesson of the visual aid to the lives of the students.
A visual aid will help make good teachers better and help bring poor teachers up to
average. But if you don’t have a lesson, and you don’t have a point to get across, a visual aid
can’t make nothing into something. Remember, a visual aid is just that, they aid what you’ve
prepared to teach.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Pupils Learn Best By Doing
The preschoolers in Donna’s class had a great interest in the lesson she presented each week,
but that interest usually lasted about five minutes. As a result, she found it frustrating to spend most
of the class trying to keep kids under control. Then she came to a conclusion, “If I can’t change the
kids, maybe I should change the way I teach?” Her new approach to teaching meant she changed
activities every four or five minutes.
God built a wiggle into each child and told it to “move” every three or four minutes. You
tell them, “Be still!” God always wins because they always wiggle. Therefore, work with their
nature, instead of against it.
Many Ways to Teach
The key to successful teaching is to keep today’s children involved by using various
teaching methods. Because of the short attention span, today’s children demand the use of many
methods in a teaching hour. Using different ways to communicate makes you a better teacher
because those you teach are more likely to learn. Students enjoy variety once in awhile.
As you develop your own unique teaching style, learn how to incorporate many different
teaching methods and learning aids into your lessons. A method is a tool or strategy used to
motivate and involve students in the learning process. Because people learn best when they are
involved, some call teaching methods learning activities. Regardless of the term, the objective
remains the same. Your goal as a teacher is to motivate and involve your students in the learning
process. Effective teachers find learning is best accomplished through variety.
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“But I’m not that creative,” you may object. The good news is you don’t have to come up
with ideas on your own. Consider the following list of teaching methods collected from various
Sunday school convention workshops over several years: acrostics, assignments, banners, book
review, brainstorming, bulletin boards, buzz groups, case study, cassette tapes, chalkboard, charts,
choral reading, circular response, colloquy, contests, debate, dioramas, discussion, drama, dramatic
reading, dyads, exhibits, field trips, films, filmstrips, flannelgraph, flash cards, flipchart, forum,
games, graphs, handcrafts, hymns, illustration, inductive Bible study, interest centers, interview,
journaling, lecture, letter writing, listening teams, maps, memory work, mobiles, models,
monologue, montage, multi-media, murals, music, neighbor-nudge, object lessons, opaque
projection, oral reports, overhead projector, painting, panel discussion, pantomime, paper-mache,
paraphrasing, photographs, pictures, posters, prayer, precession activities, programmed learning,
projects, puppets, puzzles, question and answer, rebus, recitation, research, review games, role play,
room decoration, sand table, Scripture search, seminar, service projects, skits, slides, songs, stained
glass windows, storytelling, surveys, symposium, testimony, word association, workshop, video and
visual aids. Many of these methods may not be appropriate for the age group you teach, but some
are. If you learned and used just one new method this week, and kept it up for a year, you will have
used fifty different ways to teach the Bible in your class by the end of the year.
Choosing Appropriate Methods
The big problem is not finding a method but choosing the right one for your class. That
process can be simplified by following the following guidelines for method selection.
Select a method that will best help you accomplish your teaching aim or goal for that part of
the lesson. If you want to encourage fellowship, your teaching method should encourage healthy
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interaction within the learning group. If you are attempting to communicate new content, your best
teaching methods may be more teacher-centered.
Don’t forget the age/maturity of those being taught. A teacher of college students will use
methods that are unsuitable for teaching preschoolers. Teaching methods must be suitable for the
age level.
Consider also the size of your learning group. Some teaching methods are best suited to a
smaller group. For example, discussion tends to be most effective in a group of six to twelve. In
contrast, most effective lecturers find it easier to address a larger crowd than a smaller group.
Finances may be an important factor in choosing a teaching method. A teacher with the
technology may use a PowerPoint presentation as part of his lesson, but in another church the cost
of a computer and projection unit may be beyond that church’s financial resources. You may want
to use an overhead projector but have to settle for a chalkboard.
The availability of equipment is another factor in choosing some teaching methods. The
audio-visual equipment available to you will be a factor in your decision to use overheads, films,
filmstrips, slides, videos, etc. Rather than focusing on what you cannot do because of these
restrictions, let them challenge you to think of other creative ways to communicate your lesson and
become a better teacher.
There are several other factors to consider in choosing a particular teaching method. These
may include the age of your students, how often a method has been used recently, the learning style
of those in your class, your goal in teaching the lesson, and the time available each week in your
session together.
Evaluating Your Teaching Methods
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As you consider various ways to teach your lesson, it will not be uncommon to come up
with two or three good methods for each class. As you pursue excellence in your class, you will
want to use the best method available. Remember, a method is only a tool to help you get the job
done. In the final analysis, judge the effectiveness of your tool by how well the job got done.
Did the Word of God change a life in the lesson you taught?
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Teaching Is Building on What Students Already Know
Joe was frustrated with the class’s review. They only knew a few of the Old Testament
stories he had taught in the past few months. Then he realized the stories on Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob and Joseph were all tied together. When he saw how they fit together, he realized he had
to change his approach to teaching so he would to build one story on the previous lessons.
Next, Joe realized the stories related to his life. When he related the Bible stories to the
lives of his pupils, they began learning and retaining what he taught.
Your students learn most effective when they integrate the lesson with that which they
already know.” It is more than students reproducing outwardly the truths they have been taught.
Your students must also integrate inwardly the lesson into their lives so that they grow, become
healthy in every aspect of life, and become more like the Lord Jesus Christ (Eph. 4:13-16).
When you introduce material with which the student is not familiar, you have created a
problem. Talking about tithing but not building on the historical background from the Old
Testament may confuse your students.
Some teachers assume that past lessons have been stored away for future use, so they
treat the pupil’s mind like a file folder. But lessons are like tools for service rather than file
folders in musty old cabinets. Every lesson is like a hammer to be used in building a house.
Another problem is that teachers do not make pupils thoroughly familiar with
foundational facts before proceeding to a new lesson. Review is essential for learning.
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Another threat is the failure to connect the current lesson with the whole of life. Not only
must your teaching tie facts together, you must tie the lesson to life. Part of learning is the
insight that the student gets connecting facts and life-style.
A further threat is thinking that teaching is filling the students’ heads with knowledge as
one fills a glass with water. This approach to teaching treats knowledge as isolated “things”
poured into the mind, rather than treating knowledge as power, influence, and life.
Students are like a moving river before entering the class and will continue to flow after
leaving class. When they enter class, you must add experiences and facts to their lives and realize
that they will go out from the class to continue learning.
All teaching must advance in some direction. Teaching that is purposeless and
repetitious is not proper teaching. You may repeat a lesson, but repetition must have purpose
and direction. It is said you cannot get new gold out of an old mine. That may be true—unless
you dig deeper. In the same vein, you can dig deeper in some old lessons by repetition and get
gold for the lives of students.
Knowledge is not a mass of simple, independent thoughts or ideas. Too often, people
treat knowledge like a basket of potatoes, where each potato is separated from others by its skin.
This is a wrong view. Knowledge must be interrelated to have meaning. New lessons are learned
by relating them to other aspects of knowledge. Good teaching will always relate fact-to-fact,
fact-to-life, and life-to-life.
We should not ask students just to reproduce lessons in our words. Students may be able
to repeat our words yet not really know what has been taught. They must reproduce the lesson in
their own words. Therefore, use the words that are meaningful so pupils can express the lesson.
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Learning is much more the work of the student than the work of the teacher. Too often
we think that teachers who work hard are those who communicate best. Not so. Learning is the
work of the students, and their lives are changed in direct proportion to their involvement in the
lesson.

Learning is most effective when lessons taught in the classroom
are transferred into the life of the student.

Healthy Steps to Building Lessons
The key is to integrate the lesson with the student’s past experiences. Teachers can take
ten steps to ensure that the lesson is practically applied in the life-style of the student. They can:
1

Relate each Bible passage to the whole of Scripture. A lesson is like a spoke in a

wheel; each is necessary for the whole. Teaching should relate a Bible chapter to the context of
the entire book, and then relate each book to the whole of Scripture. Since the student’s mind
tends to close any gap left in a circle, an effective teacher completes the circle by answering any
open questions.
2.

Relate each lesson to the whole of the student’s life. Part of the process of

learning is helping the student see how things fit together.
3.

Use real illustrations from modern life. Students have difficulty relating to

out-of-date illustrations. Students of the computer generation may not be able to relate to
horse-pulled plows and houses without electricity. When illustrations solve modern problems,
students identify with people in the story and apply the answers to their lives.
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4.

Use positive role models from Scripture. God has communicated his principles

for his people through the lives of people in Scripture.
5.

Identify positive role models already in the student’s life.

6.

Solve problems. Teaching that is effective is functional. When we identify

problems in the lives of students and give them answers, they can transfer these lessons into their
lives. It has been said, “Teaching is finding a hurt and healing it.”
7.

Point out relationships in the lesson. Teaching is not just giving facts, but

showing the relationship between facts so students remember the connection. Look for the
“glue” that is already there. The gospel is the glue that bonds a man to God, and confession is
applying the glue to keep believers in good fellowship with him.
8.

Point out principles. God does not expect his people to live by feelings, hunches,

or blind faith. God wants them to live by biblical principles. Point them out, and help students
see the relationship between them and their lesson.
9.

Motivate students to establish and live by biblical principles. You will

permanently influence the lives of your students by using every motivational technique possible
to get them to recognize and live by biblical principles.
10.

Relate new principles to those already known. Again, teaching is relating things

to each other. Moreover, it is guiding learning activities. One of the most effective learning
activities is relating facts, principles, and concepts to life.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Memorizing Is Necessary
Robert Raikes, a newspaper editor, listened carefully as the boy began reciting Scripture
verses. Raikes was not a minister but a layman who began a new experiment. He gathered
uneducated poor children in their city into the kitchen where they were taught the Word of God.
At first Raikes had gone into the prisons to teach the Word of God. But then he was
motivated by the motto, “Vice can be better prevented that cured.” The poor uneducated children
often ended up being featured in his crime reports. These poor children were unable to attend
school, because they were working long hours with their parents six days a week.
Since Sunday was the only day they didn’t work, Raikes decided that was the day to teach
the children. Quietly, Raikes hired a teacher and gathered a group of children for his Sunday school
experiment. The teacher taught the children to read so they could read the Bible. But Raikes knew
children needed motivation. That’s when he came up with a plan. He would give a twenty dollar
gold coin to anyone who would memorize the entire book of Proverbs.
As the children learned the book chapter by chapter, he watched with satisfaction as he saw
their character being transformed. Twenty dollars was a lot of money in 1780, but Robert Raikes
figured he had just purchased a bargain when he saw changed lives.
While we do not recommend offering money today for Scripture memorization, there are
wonderful ways to memorize the Bible and there are some helps for you to get your students to do
it.
First, the Bible will keep your pupils from sin. The world says “an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.” But the Psalmist wrote, “Your word I have hidden in my heart, that I might
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not sin against You” (Ps. 119:11). Since the Bible is holy, it cannot abide where sin reigns. Inside
the cover of Dwight L. Moody’s Bible were penned the words, “This Book will keep you from sin,
or sin will keep you from this Book.”
If you slip and sin, the memorized Word will come to the rescue. The same Psalmist asked,
“How can a young man cleanse his way? By taking heed according to Your word” (Ps. 119:9). The
Word of God is a spiritual cleanser. Jesus told his disciples, “You are already clean because of the
word which I have spoken to you” (John 15:3, emphasis added). The Apostle Paul explained Christ
died for the church to “cleanse it with the washing of water by the word” (Eph. 5:26, emphasis
added).
The third reason is that the Bible will make you an effective Christian. What would you
think of the carpenter who tried to build a house without a hammer and saw? Many Christians are
just as senseless as they attempt to serve God without their tools. Usually the worker who has
memorized the most Scripture will be most effective. Every Christian needs a working knowledge
of “the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God” (Eph. 6:17).
The fourth reason is to grow in Christ. Peter advised his converts, “as newborn babes,
desire the pure milk of the word, that you may grow thereby” (1 Pet. 2:2). Spiritual growth occurs
as we commit the Bible to memory.
In the fifth place, Scripture memory will improve your prayer life. Jesus promised, “If you
abide in Me, and My words abide in you, you will ask what you desire, and it shall be done for you”
(John 15:7). John wrote later, “And whatever we ask we receive from Him, because we keep His
commandments and do those things that are pleasing in His sight” (1 John 3:22).
Two words summarize what is needed to memorize the Bible, repetition and review.
Almost everything you have learned since birth came by repetition and review. If you do something
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enough times regularly, you will form a habit. If you repeat a poem enough times you will
remember it. If you will recite a verse enough times, it will be committed to memory. The big
question is, “How many times is enough?” As many times as it takes, then a few more for safety’s
sake.
Each one has a different ability to learn. Some read a verse once and know it. Others may
recite a verse 20 times and forget it the next day. Educators agree children will memorize easier
than their parents. This does not mean adults cannot memorize the Scriptures, only that it may be
harder for them.
Printing the Scripture text on a poster with an attractive picture not only reminds the pupil of
the verse, but also helps decorate the classroom.
You are not finished teaching just because the student can recite the verse. The memory
verse is not learned until it is put into life. It is not enough to just know a verse, Joshua was told
to “observe to do” (know and practice, Josh. 1:8). While teaching a memory verse, make sure to
pray that God would use it in the life of the class. Then apply the verse to your life daily.
Finally, trust God to work through the verse in the heart of your students.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

In One Minute You Can Influence A Life
Beth could feel the tension build as she looked at her watch one more time. “It all begins in
a few minutes,” she thought. As she welcomed her students, Beth and her team knew they faced a
challenge teaching juniors. If they didn’t capture their attention as soon as they arrived, they lost the
edge. It’s the first minute of teaching that’s important. But even later in your lesson, there are times
when you move from one topic to another, or one idea to another. The first minute will determine if
you capture them or lose them.
There was a successful book, The One Minute Manager that described crucial times in the
relationship between the manager and worker. Watch for those crucial times in your class.
What Can You Learn in One Minute?
One minute doesn’t seem like a long time, but your students have been conditioned to think
in one minute modules of time. There were three commercials inserted into last night’s ball game
every time the teams changed at bats. The companies that spent thousands of dollars to buy airtime,
spent thousands more to film a commercial to get their message across.
Television has a powerful effect on the way we think today. A previous generation may
have taken the time to listen to a reasoned argument to understand an issue, but today they want
information quickly and delivered to the “bottom line.” Political parties produce detailed policy
statements and run campaigns on issues, but it is often the politician with the best sound bite that
gets the vote.
When you arrive Sunday morning to teach your Sunday school class, you have one minute
to make an impression. If you capture the attention of your students quickly, you can teach
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effectively. If you miss your opportunity, you may do a lot of talking, but many in your class are
probably thinking about something else.
Sometimes, Jesus captured attention with a story from life. His parables were short to the
point and rememberable. As you study your lesson, recall an event in your past that helped you
learn this lesson then share it. Students may listen to your story and begin thinking about the
principle you are teaching before they realize they are learning.
Jesus sometimes used a case study to get His point across. He drew attention to a widow
who had given all she had to teach them about giving. He told about a Pharisee and tax collector
praying in the Temple to get people thinking about how they pray. And He told people about the
difference between a poor beggar Lazarus and a rich man to get His listeners thinking about how
they live their own life.
Sometimes, a local news story became the starting point in one of Jesus’ lessons. People
were talking about the tragic deaths of a group of Galileans who had been killed while offering
sacrifices when Jesus mentioned the event and urged His listeners to repent of sin or face a similar
fate. One highly effective pastor always began his Sunday morning message talking about an event
or issue that had been discussed by talk show hosts that week. He concluded the issue that caught
the attention of TV viewers would capture those listening to him. Then he explained what God said
about the issue.
Jesus also made use of object lessons. He called a child into the midst to teach them about
humility. He asked for a coin when He wanted to teach His critics about paying taxes and giving to
God. And He drew His disciples’ attention to a vine when He taught them about the intimate
relationship they could have with Him after the cross.
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Jesus often used a question to capture attention and get his point across. Many times, the
question Jesus used to capture attention actually came from His listeners. His disciples asked,
“Who sinned, this man or his parents?” when they saw a man born blind by the road. When
challenged to love his neighbor as himself, a man asked, “Who is my neighbor?” Both questions
were followed by important lessons.
Jesus was not beyond using a drama. On His final night with the disciples, Jesus acted out
the role of the lowest household servant by washing His disciples’ feet to teach them about humility.
Sometimes, Jesus began with a well-known statement to introduce a lesson. Several times
in His Sermon on the Mount, Jesus used the expression, “You have heard that it was said,” then
quoted a common rabbinical interpretation of the law. On other occasions, He said, “It is written,”
and quoted a text from the Old Testament.
Jesus understood the same approach in every lesson would not consistently achieve the
desired end. He used different ways to capture the attention and get His idea across. Sometimes He
also used different ways to capture the attention of the same group. Whatever you do, use variety
from week to week.
Planning the introduction to your lesson is often the last thing you do in the process of
preparing to teach. That introduction should stimulate class members to study what is about to be
taught. In his book, Teaching for Results, Findley B. Edge suggests five questions you should ask
as you prepare the introduction.
1.

How shall I capture the interest of the group at the beginning of the lesson?

2.

How shall I direct this interest toward a desire to read or study the Bible?

3.

How shall I seek to insure that the reading of the Bible will be purposeful and
meaningful?
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4.

What questions shall I ask the class in order to direct their study as they read the
Scriptures?

5.

How shall I lead in the discussion of the questions after the Scripture has been read?

With a little work, you can make the most of the first minute of your Sunday school hour
this weekend.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Application is Everything
“So what difference will this make in your life this week,” Mark asked. It was a question he
often asked his Sunday school class. Some weeks, he asked the question two or three times
throughout the lesson. This week the question came early in the lesson.
“I suppose we ought to pray more,” someone responded. The class had just read several
passages in the New Testament where Paul asked his readers to pray for him.
“That’s a good thought,” Mark encouraged. “But who are we going to pray for? And what
are we going to pray about?” he asked.
The discussion continued as various class members noted things Paul asked people to pray
for. By the end of the discussion, there was a consensus they ought to pray for the pastors and
missionaries of the church.
“Well then,” Mark began, “Who wants to do it?” In Mark’s church, a list of all the church’s
missionaries was printed on the back page. He assigned different people to pray for different
missionaries. Then Mark suggested, “Why don’t we get started now!” Class members bowed in
prayer as each one prayed for the missionary they had adopted for the week.
“We only have about five minutes left this morning,” Mark explained. “Let’s break up into
groups of two and as prayer partners, each one share one or two specific prayer requests, then let’s
conclude our class praying for one another.
“Only three verses this morning,” Mark thought. Then a smile crossed his face as he
noticed a couple of boys still praying. “But we really understand these three verses.”
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Hearers and Doers
The great passion of teachers is to learn new truth and effectively communicate it to their
class. But the acid test of teaching is when pupils put lessons into daily practice. Simply acquiring
new insights is not enough. James urged his readers, “But be doers of the word, and not hearers
only” (James 1:22). Paul also acknowledged that if he could “understand all mysteries and all
knowledge, . . . but have not love, I am nothing” (1 Cor. 13:2). When you teach, you need to move
students beyond simply learning new things to applying the lesson to life. If students don’t apply
the lesson to their lives, have they learned? Jesus said, “Teaching them to observe all that I said to
you” (Matthew 28:26). Application is everything.
Applying the Lesson to Life
After outlining the content of your lesson, work on developing specific applications to life.
Some teachers are so committed to teaching content they forget about making truth applicable to
life. Their lesson plans often resemble an extended freight train. They get started (the engine) and
then comes boxcar after boxcar of facts. The length of the train is governed only by the time
allotted to teach one fact after another. As class members leave, they know the next lesson will
begin with the next boxcar of facts. The teacher teaches, but little personal application is made by
class members.
When teaching is viewed as a ministry the goal is always changed lives. Jesus said,
“Teaching them to observe” (Matthew 28:20). Therefore, plan parts of your lesson to encourage the
practical application of what you teach. The specific nature of that application is directly related to
the teaching aim for that session.
Often, most of your application will take place in the conclusion of the lesson. When
writing the conclusion, include (1) a brief lesson summary, (2) a specific application and (3) a
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response you expect from class members. Your Sunday school class will more likely understand
truth when they know how that truth applies to their life.
When asking for a response, be specific in what you want the class members to do. Also,
ask them to respond to what has been taught. Many teachers conclude their lessons with a vague
appeal for salvation regardless of the lesson content. In contrast, a teacher might ask learners to
commit to a two or three week Bible reading program after a lesson on the Bible or praying ten
minutes daily in response to a lesson on prayer.
Be careful how you conclude your lesson. Some teachers have difficulty encouraging the
application of their lessons because they signal the class session is over through body language or
the words they use. When a teacher closed his Bible at the end of the lesson to begin his conclusion,
he noticed various class members closing their Bible and getting ready to leave. The next week, he
left his Bible open while he brought the lesson to a conclusion and noticed he had the attention of
the whole class for the whole lesson.
What is your lesson about this week? How could your students apply your lesson to their
life in a meaningful way? Look for ways to encourage them to be doers, not just hearers of the
Word, this week.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Review Is Important
Anna felt good about her teaching ministry in the lives of the senior high girls. It was the
last Sunday of the quarter, the lesson she usually began, “Let’s review.” She worked through her
list of carefully prepared questions to let the girls tell what they had learned.
Anna began the session with her own version of “Who Wants to be a Millionaire?” asking
questions about the lessons they just finished. She had a bag full of different prizes that would be
rewarded depending on how far each girl went in her list of questions. After reviewing, the class
shared cold drinks as each listened to the girls share how they had been able to apply some of the
lessons learned in recent weeks. Anna looked at the review as a test of her own teaching
effectiveness and an opportunity to show the girls how much they had learned.
Measuring progress is one of several benefits associated with the review. Your dreams for
your students involve more than just attending class. Review lets you know what your students are
really learning.
You can also use review to motivate learning. One primary teacher routinely began
teaching his class by opening a bag of red licorice and chewing on one piece as he taught the story.
The children knew that at the end of the story, there would be questions, and a long piece of red
licorice for every child that could answer the questions. Not only were the children motivated to
learn, when one child became disruptive, others quieted him so they could hear the story and get the
licorice.
Review also helps you evaluate how well you are doing. We all need periodic evaluation.
As a teacher, someday you will be evaluated by God (James 3:1). Before that, review can help in
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two ways. First, you can identify the strengths of your teaching upon which you can build (1 Thess.
5:21). Second, you can identify problem areas, which need to be addressed as you seek to become a
better teacher.
When you review, begin by asking about basic knowledge and comprehension. Part of what
you do each week in Sunday school is communicate the contents of the Bible. How well are your
students learning the Bible? Include a few questions each week to review the contents of previous
lessons to see if the contents of the Bible are being learned.
But when it comes to Sunday school, simply growing in knowledge is not enough (1 Cor.
13:2). You also want to review their attitudes, values and character. As you look at your class over
several months, what changes do you see in the attitude and character of various class members?
This is not something you can determine by a list of true or false questions. Spend time with your
students beyond Sunday morning to talk about changes in their life—a great way to review.
You also want to review choices, conduct and habits. Your goal in teaching is to achieve
behavioral change. As your students learn the Bible, the Holy Spirit can use your lessons to change
each to be more like Jesus. As Anna listened to her girls talk about decisions they were making in
school, she understood how her lessons were being applied in the lives of her high school students.
Personal conversation is the best type of review.
When testing your teaching, take care to choose your questions wisely. Your choice should
be based on (1) what you want them to learn, (2) their age level, i.e., their competence and (3) what
changes you expect in their life. Look at these three factors carefully.
You may want to begin your review by looking at a statistics review. As a Sunday school
teacher, you may keep attendance and record other information about your students in the roll book.
Unfortunately, these records are often ignored after the data has been collected. A review may
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reveal such things as attendance patterns, punctuality, lesson preparation and outreach. You could
keep track of your own special emphasis, such as a memory verse contest or bringing new
members.
Informal feedback is a second source of review. Sometimes, others will notice behavioral
changes in the lives of your students and share their observations with you. This provides you with
an indication of discernible change taking place in that student. Sometimes this feedback may come
from your student thanking you for helping them through a specific issue raised in the lesson.
Questions are the most common form of review. When you ask questions, your students
may not even realize you are evaluating them. Also try beginning a class session with the words,
“Let’s review” followed by several questions about last week’s lesson.
Some pupils do not test well. You may have some who are learning but just can’t remember
if they are put on the spot in front of others. To get around this, you may want to build your review
into a game. As your students focus on playing the game, answering a question becomes secondary.
Written tests can also be used to review. An adult Sunday school class might review by
using a personality profile test. Some teachers use a spiritual gift inventory to help class members
identify their spiritual gift as a review for lessons on giftedness.
You can also review through projects. The more involved your students become in the
class, the better they will learn the important lessons you are trying to teach.
When you review, be careful about forming conclusions on the basis of a single question.
Everyone has a bad day and there could be various reasons why a student couldn’t answer one or
more questions. Look for a pattern of results over several kinds of review before making hard
conclusions about your teaching or how well your students are learning.
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So how often should you review? That’s a tough question only you can answer. Generally
speaking, the more often you review, the less stressful the process becomes. Some teachers do
some review every week. Others set aside one Sunday every two or three months to review the
lessons just studied.
Evaluating your teaching is a lot like maintaining your lawn. You cut the grass as often as it
needs cutting. You test your teaching as often as it needs testing. Periodic testing of your teaching
ministry will be an important part of personal growth plan as a teacher.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

Good Behavior Doesn’t Come Naturally
Frank loved teaching junior boys, but was frustrated over the behavior problems he faced.
Times were sure different from when he was a junior. He thought about quitting because he
spent more time dealing with problem students than he did communicating the lesson.
The superintendent helped when he explained that involving the students in the learning
process was the first step to correcting behavior problems. Then he described some ways to deal
with negative behavior.
Many new teachers in Sunday school have the same problem as Frank. It’s a discipline
problem—on a larger, more frightening scale that ever before.
The discipline problems of the past—when pupils wouldn’t share crayons or found it
hard to keep still while waiting in line—were simple compared to those of today. The
exasperating new tensions come from children who throw around four-letter words, use their
fists, spit, bite, or defiantly stare down meek teachers.
How have teachers reacted? Some have whipped inner-city boys, but striking a child is
against the law. Some teachers yell at pupils, who only yell back. Other teachers grit their teeth,
cry, or quit.
What causes this severe disorderly behavior? For one thing, permissive public school
behavior is spilling over into the Sunday school, but this is not the whole problem. Children
from Christian families usually are better behaved than their public school counterparts, but even
there, the hyperactive child is a problem. Also, the young child in daily “child care” is starved
for affection and expresses his desire in disobedient and disruptive behavior.
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What can be done? Teachers are finding that gimmicks can’t keep a twenty-first century
student quiet. In the past, teachers have awarded prizes for the quietest or used the mystery
chair. But that doesn’t always work. Today’s pupils must be involved in the learning process,
and most Sunday school teachers are not ready or equipped to share classroom control.
The authority of the Sunday school is the Word of God, whereas the authority of public
school is the democratic process. Therefore, teachers should usually handle problems differently
on Sunday. Since God is love, teachers must communicate love. Since the Bible upholds what is
right, teachers can’t let pupils continue in wrong behavior. Since the Ten Commandments
prohibit taking God’s name in vain, teachers can’t allow cursing.
The Sunday school must work with the home to secure good behavior. Since the Sunday
school worker must never touch a pupil in discipline (the local and state laws prohibit it) and the
negative means of discipline will be misunderstood, the Sunday school must work in harmony
with the home.
The first premise of discipline is that the mother or father has the right and obligation to
discipline a child. Therefore, the home must be involved in the whole process of teaching, not
just negative discipline.
The second premise is the Sunday school must be a place of love and acceptance.
Therefore negative discipline must be approached with care.
What can teachers do? Good class discipline begins with teacher self-discipline.
Teachers must prepare well, plan class activities, master content, and give attention to interesting
teaching techniques. They must remember that listening is not learning, therefore teaching is not
just talking. Pupils must stand, s-t-r-e-t-c-h, yell, march, and act out Bible stories. One primary
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worker directs the little ones in spontaneous calisthenics at the beginning of class. They are able
to jump all over the place. “It’s getting the wiggles out,” explains the teacher.
Sometimes students are disruptive because of room conditions. The room is too
crowded, too stuffy, too cluttered, too hot, or too dark. Adequate facilities won’t guarantee good
behavior, but poor facilities will produce the opposite.
Teachers can defuse class explosions by knowing their students, then coming early on
Sunday to talk with them before class. When a child is rebellious, be his/her friend and remind
him/her Sunday school is a place to learn about Jesus Christ. By sharing love and attention a
teacher may meet the very need that causes the child to rebel in class.
A classroom is a threatening situation to many pupils, therefore they retaliate and strike
out at you. Remove some of the threat by letting them know what you expect. Pupils will
respond better when they know what is expected of them.
Don’t respond to your students out of bias or prejudice. Some teachers don’t like long
hair on boys, tattoos, dirty dresses, runny noses, or laughing, pushy girls. If a teacher reacts
personally, behavior degenerates into a shouting match. When a teacher corrects a disruptive
student, it is an argument, even though the teacher is in the place of authority. Make sure that
student discipline is the result of broken rules, not personality dislike.
Other positive steps toward achieving good discipline include praise for good behavior,
recruiting enough helpers, teachers sitting among pupils, attractive visuals, and concentrated
prayer for problem students.
However, in certain cases, negative steps will be in order. Some excellent teachers have
captivated the interest of all the juniors but one. What happens when a rebellious boy laughs as
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the flannelgraph story is told. The majority of the class who wants to hear the lesson should not
be sacrificed to one lawless pupil.
Remove the belligerent student from the class. Put him in the secretary’s office. In doing
so, he loses his platform to perform for the kids, you reduce pressure on him, and when he is out
of the room you can counsel him individually. (Some of you may remember being sent to the
principal’s office because of bad behavior.) First, let him sit quietly and wait. This gives him a
chance to think. When talking with the pupil about his behavior, appeal to proper motives and
place responsibility back on the pupil to reenter the class and practice good behavior. Your
attitude toward behavior is important. Always keep the goal of good behavior before the class.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

How To Make Your Class Inviting
Marcie taught the primary class in the church basement. Because it was dismal, she
became discouraged, and she didn’t realize how much influence the classroom had on her
outlook. No wonder her classes were dull. The room had the same influence on her pupils.
When Marcie visited her family reunion, she took time to visit the primary Sunday school
room while at her relative’s church. It was there her teaching was transformed. The room she
visited was similar to her room back home, but the teacher had made it a cheerful place to learn.
So Marcie returned home to “revitalize” her classroom and her teaching.
Some Sunday School teachers are assigned to beautiful rooms with adequate facilities.
They should rejoice in the opportunity of exciting teaching experiences. Other teachers are
given less adequate facilities, but all rooms can be improved with a little creativity and effort on
your part. The following are attitudes all teachers ought to have toward their assigned rooms.
1.

Atmosphere. The appearance of the children’s classroom is more important than

we often realize, for the informal learning that takes place in the life of a child does more to mold
spiritual concepts and ideas than does teaching. The room to which a child comes week to week
may have as much influence on his life as the teacher’s lesson plan has.
First impressions are lasting impressions. Children deserve the best space available in the
Sunday school. The Sunday school room does not have to be new, but it should be light and
cheerful, and the windows should be low enough for the children to look out. When we stick
children in a church basement that is dark and dreary, when we seat them in adult folding chairs
that are so high that their feet never touch the floor, when we use second-hand discards for
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tables, we may be telling children that “anything is good enough for God.” Children should be
led to think of church as a happy place. If they like church, and love their teachers, they will
more than likely love God also, for Bible-school environment has a tremendous effect upon the
learning of children.
Plants to water, fish to feed, and flowers to smell bring life into the room. Appropriate
pictures placed at the child’s eye level and changed often, add to the room’s appearance and also
aid in the total teaching effect.
Is your room as attractive as you can make it? Do you need new furnishings? Are there
some visual aids you should have? What changes could be made in the atmosphere of the room
to make the children happier and your teaching more effective?
2.

Comfort. Even when space and facilities are limited, teachers should be

concerned about a comfortable place for learning. Rooms should be evenly heated. Floors
should be carpeted. Windows should be designed to let in as much light as possible, and so that
they may be opened and closed easily. Ventilation is as important as temperature. A hard-toventilate classroom may be thoroughly aired before the class members arrive. Be careful to
avoid either uncomfortable drafts or stuffy rooms. Take into consideration the body heat
generated by teachers and pupils in an overcrowded room. It is quite possible for teachers who
enter an airy, comfortable room to become so gradually conditioned to the rising temperature
that they are unaware of the discomfort their pupils may be experiencing. Obviously, an
uncomfortable child is not likely to be in the best attitude for learning.
Good lighting is important. If windows do not provide sufficient light, as is often the
case in basement classrooms, be sure to have adequate lighting fixtures installed in the ceiling.
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Window shades or tinted glass should be provided for those rooms that may be affected by the
glaring light of the sun.
3.

Cleanliness. The children’s department in your Bible school should be as clean

and neat as you like your rooms at home. Give the walls a new coat of paint as often as needed.
Store supplies neatly on shelves. (You may want to make a wooden door or bright curtain door
for the shelves.) Keep small pictures, paper, and such articles as crayons, pencils, bottles of glue,
and scissors in labeled boxes on the shelves. Discard any materials that are not needed. Bulletin
boards should be placed at the children’s eye level, and the displays changed frequently.
Students should be given some responsibility in keeping their room clean. The teacher
who allows children to leave the room with overturned chairs, paper scraps on the floor, open
bottles of glue on the table, workbooks spread out on the shelf, or mud tracked on the floor, is
missing a valuable opportunity to teach order and discipline to the children. A good rule is to
have a place for everything and everything in its place.
The children’s Bible school classroom should be a room in which they feel at home.
Never, never should it be permitted to become either a storeroom or a showplace. Everything in
the room should serve a useful purpose. If it does not, it should be removed. Remember you
need at least twenty-five square feet of floor space per child—and that usually leaves no room
for storage or show furniture.
4.

An inviting appearance. A Sunday school room should say, “Come in. This is a

room where you can talk to your friends, and your teachers, talk about God, and even talk to
God.” A study school room should provide space for working, interest centers for stimulating
curiosity, and “room to grow in.” Discipline problems often result from crowded rooms. When
rooms are small (less than twenty square feet per child), activity is often limited to a “talk and
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listen” situation. Children learn best through firsthand experiences—investigating, exploring,
planning, consulting, handling, creating, talking, working, pasting, asking, and moving. Make
sure your rooms make such experiences possible.
Overcoming Inadequate Space and Equipment
Adequate space and equipment are not always obtainable. What can you do then? Use
your ingenuity and creativity to overcome the problems.
1.

Discuss problems with other teachers.

2.

Clear the room of nonessential furniture.

3.

Consider the use of movable screens for additional privacy.

4.

Use storage space outside of the small classroom.

5.

Use folding chairs and tables.

6.

Seating mats save space.

7.

Church pews may be turned to face each other.

8.

Lapboards may be used in cramped quarters

9.

Make use of available space for displaying pictures and posters
Look Again at Your Room

Walk through your Sunday school room and watch for certain items. Yogi Berra said,
“You can see a lot by just looking.” Do you see . . .?
•

Choir music stacked on top of an old piano?

•

A room overcrowded with chairs?

•

An exposed light bulb on the ceiling?

•

Pictures hanging crooked or too high for children to see?

•

A bulletin board that hasn’t been changed in a month?
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•

An attendance contest poster left over from last quarter?

•

Broken crayons in a dirty box?

•

An open supply cabinet with ugly bottles of glue, stacks of used handwork, a pile
of scissors, unsharpened pencils, and stacks of old take-home papers?

•

Tables with old, dark paint that are either too high or too low?

•

A vase of dusty plastic flowers?

•

Unmatched chairs of different sizes and different colors, and needing repair?

A cluttered room makes the child feel that life is cluttered. A disorderly room makes the
child feel uneasy and disturbed. An uncared for room makes the child feel uncared for.
There is no excuse for dirt, disorder, or lack of care. One attractive picture designed to
teach children and hung at their eye level is better than a half dozen cheap pictures that carry no
meaning. Religious mottoes may be effective, but remember, they are usually phrased in
concepts—and children do not think in concepts.
One chair per pupil for the maximum attendance is sufficient. Children need space, not
extra chairs. If chairs must be varied in design or size, at least paint them all the same color, and
arrange them in an orderly, attractive manner.
Walk around your classroom and look for some of the following things. Do you see . . .?
•

Clean windows and bright curtains?

•

Bright lights in a fixture hanging from the ceiling?

•

Matching chairs placed neatly about the study tables?

•

Low shelves and interesting looking books?

•

Inviting art materials that are easily accessible to the pupils?

•

A good picture hung at the eye level of pupils?
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•

Neatly arranged supply cabinets with doors?

•

Something growing—flowers, vines, goldfish?

•

Enough crayons in good condition for each child?

•

Storage space for each teacher?

•

Windows low enough for children to look out?

•

A spotless floor—clean enough for children to play on without getting dirty?

•

A bulletin board at eye level with materials changed at least every other week?

•

A picture file for the teacher?

•

A desk for the departmental secretary?

•

A record player?

•

A well tuned piano that is painted or finished to complement the room?

•

A book rack with interesting, colorful books?
What Rooms Are Needed for Sunday Schools

Some people think of Sunday schools as a quiet building like a mortuary, where
secretaries tiptoe down the hall when they collect attendance books and teachers put a finger to
their lips and say, “Shhh.” But many classrooms are noisy with laughter, talking, and students
moving about.
Do students learn best in solitude or through activities? Traditionally Sunday school has
been as quiet as a library, but modern students learn by talking, doing, and interacting—through
an active environment.
Mark Hopkins said, “A school is a teacher at one end of the log and the pupil on the
other.” The log is the classroom. The classroom is important because it is the environment in
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which teaching and learning take place. So make sure your room says, “Come in and learn about
God.”
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

How To Lead Pupils To Christ
Lee taught the juniors in a small Sunday school, and was convicted after he attended a
Sunday school convention. The seminar leader mentioned another Sunday school where juniors
were becoming convicted. It wasn’t happening in Lee’s class. When Lee asked for help, the
seminar heads shared several ways that Lee could use to win students to Christ.
1.

Right focus. Remember the goal of Sunday school is (1) to reach pupils, (2) to

teach them the Word of God, (3) to win them to Jesus Christ, and (4) to care for them spiritually.
When the focus of Sunday school is on evangelism, all the class is revitalized.
The gospel is the Good News of Jesus Christ. It is the (1) death, (2) burial, and
(3) resurrection of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 15:1-4). A person must believe the gospel to be saved.
There is no other message by which people can be saved. Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth,
and the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me” (John 14:6).
2.

Public invitation. At the end of the class period, have all the pupils bow their

heads in prayer. As they are praying, rehearse with them the plan of salvation: that (1) God loves
them, (2) Christ died for them, and (3) Jesus will save them from their sins. While their heads
are bowed, challenge them to receive Jesus Christ into their hearts. Let them know that you are
going to help them pray. Ask them to pray in their hearts as you lead them outwardly: “Dear
Lord Jesus, I want You to come into my heart and be my Savior. I am a sinner and am sorry for
my sins. I want to turn from my sins and turn to You. Cleanse me from my sins with Your
blood. Make me Your child and help me to follow You. Amen.”
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After the pupils have prayed this prayer, ask them to remain after class so you can talk
with them on the first steps of growing in Jesus Christ. Some teachers may want the pupils to
make a public profession immediately in church (Rom. 10:9).
3.

Ask students to remain after class. As you come to the end of the lesson, invite

students who want to be saved to remain after class and talk to you about the gospel. At this
point instruct all the students to leave and not to remain to visit with each other. In this way,
those who remain have made an intentional decision. Hence, you are able to go through the plan
of salvation and present the gospel to them.
4.

Use the Roman road of salvation. We must follow God’s road to Heaven, just as

the travelers followed the Roman roads during the time of Christ. The Roman road of salvation
is often used because the verses are chosen from one book in the Bible, Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans.
Step One: Know your need. “For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God”
(Rom. 3:23). It makes no difference how good we are. Even if we were almost perfect, we still
fall short of God’s holy standard of perfection. You should quickly clarify that you are a sinner,
for all have sinned.
Step Two: Know the penalty of sin. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is
eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Rom. 6:23). This refers to both physical and spiritual
death. Physical death occurs upon the separation of the body and the spirit of man (James 2:26).
Spiritual death occurs when one is eternally separated from God.
Step Three: Know God’s provision. “But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in
that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us” (Rom. 5:8). While the wages for sin is death,
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Christ died instead of the pupil. He died for our sins because we could not pay the price for our
sins. This provision gives your students the option to receive or reject God’s gift of eternal life.
Step Four: Know how to respond. “If you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus and
believe in your heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved” (Rom. 10:9). To
believe in Christ is the same as receiving Him. “But as many as received Him, to them He gave
the right to become children of God, to those who believe in His name” (John 1:12).
Step Five: Make a decision. After explaining salvation, a student should not be left with
head knowledge. An opportunity for decision should be given. Ask the student to pray simply
for Christ to come into his life.
5.

The Four Spiritual Laws. Explain to your students that just as the physical laws

govern the physical universe, the spiritual laws govern our relationship with God.
Law One: God loves you and offers a wonderful plan for your life. “For God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish
but have everlasting life” (John 3:16).
Law Two: Man is sinful and separated from God. Therefore, he cannot know and
experience God’s love and plan for his life. “For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God” (Rom. 3:23).
Law Three: Jesus Christ is God’s only provision for man’s sin. Through Him you can
know and experience God’s love and plan for your life. “Christ died for our sins . . . He was
buried . . . He rose again the third day according to the Scriptures . . . He was seen by [Peter],
then by the twelve. After that He was seen by over five hundred. . . .” (1 Cor. 15:3-6).
Law Four: We must individually receive Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord: then we can
know and experience God’s love and plan for our lives. “For by grace you have been saved
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through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, not of works, lest anyone should
boast” (Eph. 2:8-9).
6.

Evangelism Explosion. The Evangelism Explosion plan suggests an introduction

to lead people to Christ. Rather than beginning by accusing the person of being a sinner, it
presents the results of sin. Begin by asking first, “Have you come to the place where you know
for certain that if you were to die tonight you would go to Heaven to be with God?” The second
question is “If you were to die tonight and stand before God and He were to ask you, `Why
should I let you into my Heaven?’ what would you say?”
The EE presentation is:
Grace: Heaven is a free gift; but
Man is a sinner and cannot approach God.
God is merciful and does not want to punish us, but He is also holy and must punish sin.
Christ, the infinite God-man, died to purchase Heaven for us—the gift of eternal life.
Faith: We must receive the gift by faith.
7.

The wordless book. The wordless book has been used for many years by teachers

to present the plan of salvation to children. It is easy and quick for the teacher to make such a
book from construction paper. Obviously there are no words in the wordless book. The teacher
should explain each colored page and its spiritual meaning as he shares the pages with the pupils.
Page one—black. This black page is used to show the pupils the blackness of sin in their
hearts (Prov. 4:19). Talk about the things that we do wrong that make our heart black with sin.
The punishment of sin is death (Rom. 6:23).
Page two—red. The red page tells how God made a way for you to have your sins
forgiven. Explain that the blood of Jesus Christ, God’s Son, cleanses from all sin (1 John 1:7).
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Page three—white. Explain to the pupils that their heart can be white as snow when
Christ takes away their sin (Isa. 1:18).
Page four—green. This color represents growth. When we receive Jesus Christ, we
have everlasting life (1 John 5:12-13).
Page five—gold. Explain that gold represents the streets of Heaven, where we will all
spend eternity (Rev. 21:18).
8.

The white heart. The teacher should cut a heart from white cloth. Hold the white

heart before the students and tell the pupils that their hearts must be clean to get to Heaven. As
the teacher illustrates a sin, he should put a blot on the white heart with iodine or a water-based
felt pen. Show how the iodine or ink messes up the heart. Mention such sins as disobedience,
lying, stealing, thinking dirty thoughts, etc. With a bowl of Clorox for the iodine or a bowl of
water for the ink spots, wash the heart free from the blotches. Tell how receiving Jesus Christ as
Savior washes away all sins.
9.

The gospel hand. The gospel hand is presented with much of the same message

as the wordless book. To make the gospel hand, the teacher should take a plain, light-colored
glove and with colored marking pens, color the fingerprints of each finger. The thumb will be
colored black, the index finger colored red, the middle finger white, the ring finger green, and the
little finger gold.
Conclusion
In dealing with adults, use the Four Spiritual Laws, the Evangelism Explosion, or the
Roman road of salvation. These are not always comprehended by children. However, children
seem to always understand the analogy of inviting Christ to come into their heart . Show them
that salvation is tied to the Savior, who is Jesus Christ. If they want to be saved, they must ask
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Jesus Christ to come into their heart. “Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears
My voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and dine with him, and he with Me” (Rev.
3:20). Explain to the child that the word dine means having a meal or having fellowship. When
we ask Christ to come into our heart He comes in and has fellowship with us. As the pupil bows
his head, help him pray in his heart the following words: “Dear Lord Jesus, come into my heart
and save me. I want You to live in my life. Take over my thoughts, my hands, my eyes, and my
mouth. Live Your life through me and take control over me. Help me to be a Christian who can
live for Your glory. Amen.”
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

Growing A Class Comes Through Friendship Evangelism
As a freshman in college, Jerry Falwell asked permission of the Sunday school
Superintendent of a local church to teach a class. Young Falwell received a roll book with one
name, a Junior boy whose attendance in the past had been intermittent. He was told the class would
meet at the end of the hall behind a curtain.
For three weeks, young Falwell faithfully prepared his lessons and taught his class of one. It
was hard to build enthusiasm in a class of one. As he thought about it, he felt that he or the
Superintendent had made a mistake. After class one Sunday morning, he offered the roll book back
to the Superintendent explaining, “This class just isn’t going to work.”
“I figured as much,” the Superintendent responded. “I’ve seen college boys like you
before,” he continued. “I didn’t think you have what it takes to make it. That’s why I gave you that
class instead of one of the regular ones.”
Young Falwell was embarrassed and angry. He was not used to being talked to that way by
anyone. As the Superintendent reached out for the class book, Jerry pulled it back. “You can’t have
it,” he declared. “That’s my class, and I can make it grow.”
That week, Jerry Falwell spent most of his lunch hour in an empty college dorm praying for
his class of one and for himself. He asked God to help him make the class grow. Saturday
morning, he picked up his Junior boy with a single purpose in mind. They went to the homes of his
one student’s friends to invite them to Sunday school. Then they went to the area parks where
Junior boys played on Saturday to invite all to come to Sunday school. The next day, new boys
attended the class. The next Saturday, Jerry Falwell repeated the process taking the new boys out to
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find their friends. Week after week, Saturday’s were devoted to visiting the friends of his students
to invite them to Sunday school. By the time his first year of college ended, fifty-four Junior boys
were in that class and the Superintendent had given them a regular room. Jerry Falwell, well-known
pastor, TV preacher and college founder, got his start in ministry building a Sunday school class.
One of the most effective ways of growing your class is through networking. Each of us is
part of a social network that involves friends, relatives, associates and neighbors. Many in our
existing social network are not Christians. How many? Each of us is different in our networking
with others, but the average Christian in North America knows eighteen people who, to the best of
his knowledge, does not have a personal relationship with Christ. Identifying your friends who are
not Christians is a first step in reaching them for Christ.
Sometimes “Friendship Evangelism” also called “Relationship Evangelism” is the most
effective tool any of us can use to reach people for Christ. When Peter first preached the gospel at
Cornelius’ house, he “had called together his relatives and close friends” to hear the apostle preach
(Acts 10:24). Paul also used this approach in Philippi where after the conversion of Lydia, her
household was reached for Christ, (Acts 16:15). The same happened with the Philippian jailor and
his household (Acts 16:31). Even in Rome, before any of the apostles had preached there, Paul
knew of at least five households who had been converted to Christ (Rom. 16:3-5, 10, 11, 14, 15).
Friendship evangelism views each Christian as the key to reaching others in their sphere of
influence. Successful youth pastors know the best way to build a strong youth ministry is to
mobilize young people to reach their friends in school for Christ. A new church began using this
approach to evangelism Boomers. It grew from 120 to over 450 within eighteen months. Help your
pupils identify those in their personal sphere of influence who do not know Christ as Savior, then
motivate them to pray for and reach out to those friends.
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Take a few minutes to identify those in your personal sphere of influence. Your example
will help your pupils. Begin with your family, your extended family, and those who are related to
you by blood or marriage. Write the names on paper of those who do not have a personal
relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ.
Next, consider your associates. They include those you rub shoulders with on a regular
basis. Your list might include those at work or school, or those you regularly meet through routine
activities such as commuting, shopping, working out, etc. It could also include people you know
through mutual involvement in various community activities (i.e., P.T.A., political parties, service
clubs, etc.). Add the names of those you know that, to the best of knowledge, are not Christians to
your list.
Now, let’s look at your neighborhood. As you consider those you know by name living in
your immediate community, list those who, to the best of your knowledge, are not a Christian.
Don’t forget to include your friends. There are some people who may be important to you
who really do not fit into one of the three groups already surveyed. As you consider these friends,
list each one who, to the best of your knowledge, is not a Christian.
As you review your list, how many names have you listed? You should know that studies
suggest the longer a person is a Christian and the more involved they become in church work, the
smaller their list becomes of unsaved people. This means your list as a Sunday school teacher is
probably much smaller than the lists compiled by your class members. Also, it is not uncommon
for this list to double in size within a week as you pray for those on your list. Why? Because God
brings to mind others you have forgotten to include. Maybe you have already thought about another
name that needs to be added to your list.
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Why not take part of next Sunday’s lesson to challenge your group to use this New
Testament approach, Friendship Evangelism, to reach others for Christ. Begin by explaining how
Jesus gathered his disciples (John 1:35-51). John the Baptist introduced Andrew and John to Jesus.
Andrew brought his brother Peter and later John brought his brother James to Jesus. Philip called
his friend Nathaniel and brought him to Jesus. In fact, there is some evidence that eleven of the
twelve disciples had some kind of social or business relationship prior to meeting Jesus. The
exception was Judas Iscariot.
Next, walk group members through the process you just walked through to identify their
personal sphere of influence. Take time to have them write names on paper. When you are done,
challenge group members to use their list as a prayer list for the next several weeks. Someone once
said, “We must talk to God about people before we talk to people about God.” You may want to
compile all the names into one group prayer list.
As they pray, encourage them to be alert to windows of opportunity the Lord may open to
share the gospel with their friends. As we pray for those who are outside the faith, we are inviting
the Holy Spirit to work in their life and show them their need for Christ. As He does His work, we
need to be ready to do our work.
About six weeks from now, schedule a special “Friend Day” for your class. Encourage
every group member to make an effort to bring at least one person on their list to Sunday school
that day. Most group members will want to invite several friends to come knowing that
unforseen circumstances may cause some friends to cancel at the last minute. Preparing a lesson
on Friend Day will help friends get to know one another better and include a clear, presentation
of the gospel.
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